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Abstract. Argumentation is an inherently dynamic process, and recent years have witnessed tremendous research efforts towards an understanding of how the seminal AGM
theory of belief change can be applied to argumentation, in particular to Dung’s abstract
argumentation frameworks (AFs). However, none of the attempts have yet succeeded in
solving the natural situation where the revision of an AF is guaranteed to be representable
by a single AF. Here we present a generic solution to this problem, which applies to many
prominent argumentation semantics. To prove a full representation theorem, we make use
of recent advances in both areas of argumentation and belief change. In particular, we use
the concept of realizability in argumentation and the concept of compliance as introduced
in Horn revision. We also present a family of concrete belief change operators tailored
specifically for AFs and analyse their computational complexity.
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Introduction

Argumentation has emerged, over the last two decades, as a major research area in Artificial Intelligence (AI) [8, 50]. This is due not just to the intrinsic interest of the topic and to its recent
applications (e.g., in legal reasoning [9] and e-governance [16]), but also because of fundamental
connections between argumentation and other areas of AI, mainly non-monotonic reasoning.
The significant landmark in the consolidation of argumentation as a distinct field of AI has
been the introduction of abstract argumentation frameworks (AFs) [31], which are directed graphs
whose nodes represent arguments and where links correspond to attacks between arguments. To
this day AFs remain the most widely used and investigated among the several argumentation formalisms. The study of AFs is mainly concerned with finding subsets of arguments (called extensions) that can all be accepted together when taking into consideration the structure encoded in the
graph. As a result, the argumentation literature offers a wide range of criteria (called semantics of
AFs) for establishing which arguments are jointly acceptable [3].
Our work fits into the growing number of studies on the dynamics of argumentation frameworks [5, 10, 11, 12, 14, 18, 30, 39, 40, 49, 52]. This line of research is motivated by a realization
that, as part of interactive reasoning processes, argumentation frameworks have to undergo change
when new information becomes available. Particularly important in this respect is change with
respect to the acceptability of certain arguments: one can imagine that increased knowledge of
facts would settle certain issues, with the effect that arguments pertaining to them would have to
either become part of, or be excluded from any extension of our AF. Thus, we would expect such
increased knowledge to be reflected in a new AF which managed to preserve as much semantic
information from the original one, while making sure that its extensions satisfy the added constraints. The main issue, in this setting, is finding appropriate ways of formalizing such a notion of
minimal change at the semantic level, with the understanding that the graph structure of the revised
AF is then constructed around the semantic information. Settling on a specific graph structure for
the revised AF is an interesting problem in its own right, though it is a separate issue from the one
concerning us here, and left for future work.
We look at the problem in the spirit of the AGM paradigm in propositional belief revision
[1, 36], and our analysis is in particular modelled after the model-based approach of Katsuno and
Mendelzon [38]. The issue was first tackled in this way by Coste-Marquis et al. [19],1 where AF
revision was defined as follows: given a semantics, an AF and a revision formula encoding desired
changes in the status of some arguments, find a set of AFs satisfying the revision formula, whose
extensions are as close as possible to the extensions of the input AF. Remarkably, a representation
theorem illuminates the problem by co-opting the semantics of AFs: performing AF revision in accordance with some rationality postulates was shown to be equivalent to choosing among possible
extensions of AFs, according to a particular type of rankings on extensions.
A notable difference between this work and our approach is that we study AF revision operators
producing a single AF as output. The motivation for this is twofold. First, such a restriction
is more in line with standard AGM revision, where revising an input propositional theory by a
revision formula produces a single propositional theory. Second, revision yielding a single AF
1

Other recent work in this direction includes [6, 11, 25, 44, 45]; we discuss these papers in Section 6.
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makes concepts of iterated revision [24, 54] amenable to argumentation: indeed, for an iterated
application of belief change operations, it is desirable that the input and output are of the same
type. The same point holds for persuasion, where some current state of discourse needs to be
updated such that an agent is convinced to accept a certain argument: it has been emphasized that
modelling persuasion can benefit from applying change operations in argumentation [37]. Thus,
understanding belief change of abstract argumentation formalisms can pave the way towards a
general theory of formal persuasion.
Restricting the output of AF revision operators to single AFs poses significant challenges, as
standard operators from the propositional belief change literature are not easily applicable in the
new context and familiar representation results break down. A conspicuous problem is ensuring
that what we get from an AF revision operator, which is typically a set of extensions, can be
expressed as a single AF under some given semantics. The problem is exacerbated by the variety
of semantics on offer and their expressive particularities.
We study two types of revision operators. The first type considers the new information represented as a propositional formula. This formula encodes, by its models, a set of extensions
representing the change (in terms of extensions) we want to induce in the original AF. The second
type is revision by an AF, where new information is restricted in the sense that it can only stem
from another AF’s outcome. While the first type follows the framework of [19], the latter assumes
that the knowledge to be incorporated (for example another agent’s beliefs) is in the form of an
AF. This is more in line with work on Horn revision [26], where all involved formulas belong to
a single fragment of propositional logic. The two types of revision present interesting differences.
Revision by a propositional formula is characterizable using standard revision postulates, as long
as rankings on extensions satisfy a compliance restriction. Revision by an AF, on the other hand,
turns out not to require compliance, but is only characterizable using an extra postulate called Acyc
and what we call proper I-maximal semantics.
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows.
• We obtain full representation theorems for the two types of revision mentioned. Notably, our
results are generic in the sense that they hold for a wide range of argumentation semantics,
including preferred, semi-stable, stage, and stable semantics.
• For the revision-by-formula approach, we give novel notions of compliance [26] to restrict
the rankings (Section 3.1). This is required to guarantee that the outcome of the corresponding operators can be realized as an AF under a given semantics. To this end, exact knowledge
about the expressiveness of argumentation semantics is needed. For most of the standard semantics, the necessary results are known [33]. It turns out that standard revision operators
such as Dalal’s operator [23] do not satisfy the required compliance. We thus introduce a new
class of AF revision operators, following the intuition of minimal-distance based revision in
a similar way to Dalal’s operator (Section 3.2).
• In the revision-by-AF approach, we show that the concept of compliance can be dropped
and standard revision operators satisfying all postulates like Dalal’s operator can be directly
applied to revision of AFs. However, an additional postulate (borrowed from Horn revi3

sion [26]) is needed for the representation theorem (Section 4). This amended set of postulates, together with an explicit commitment to what we call proper I-maximal semantics,
turns out to characterize a class of I-faithful rankings on extensions.
• Finally, we analyse the computational complexity of some specific revision operators when
using stable and preferred semantics. For the revision-by-AF approach our result of ΘP2 completeness for stable semantics matches the known complexity for Dalal’s revision in
(fragments of) classical logic [34, 42, 22], while it turns out that the intrinsically higher
complexity of preferred semantics [32] is also reflected in the revision task for which we
show ΘP3 -completeness (Section 5). For the refinement of Dalal’s operator in the revisionby-formula approach our results indicate a slight increase in complexity to ∆P2 for stable and
to ∆P3 for preferred semantics.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we provide background notions and results for
argumentation and belief revision. In Section 3 we study revision of AFs by propositional formulas,
introduce the concept of σ-compliance and faithful assignments, prove a representation result and
introduce novel revision operators that satisfy all postulates in this setting. In Section 4 we switch
to revision of AFs by other AFs, introduce I-faithful assignments and prove a representation result.
Section 5 provides a complexity analysis of operators introduced in previous sections. Section 6
discusses related work. Section 7 contains the conclusion and outlines directions for future work.
This article is an extended version of [28]. Additional material includes the specific revision
operators for revision by propositional formulas in Section 3 and the complexity analysis in Section 5.

2

Preliminaries

We first recall basic notions of Dung’s abstract argumentation frameworks (Dung [31], Baroni
et al. [3] provide further background), present recent results on signatures of semantics [33], and
then recall the basic concepts of belief revision.
Argumentation We assume an arbitrary but finite domain A of arguments. An argumentation
framework (AF) is a pair F = (A, R) where A ⊆ A is a set of arguments and R ⊆ A × A is the
attack relation. The collection of all AFs is given as AFA .
Given F = (A, R), an argument a ∈ A is defended (in F ) by a set S ⊆ A if for each b ∈ A such
that (b, a) ∈ R, there is a c ∈ S with (c, b) ∈ R. A set T ⊆ A is defended (in F ) by S if each a ∈ T
is defended (in F ) by S. A set S ⊆ A is conflict-free (in F ), if there are no arguments a, b ∈ S,
such that (a, b) ∈ R. We denote the set of all conflict-free sets in F as cf(F ). A set S ∈ cf(F ) is
called admissible (in F ) if S defends itself. We denote the set of admissible sets in F as adm(F ).
For S ⊆ A, the range of S (with respect to F ), denoted SF+ , is the set S ∪{a | ∃s ∈ S : (s, a) ∈ R}.
A semantics maps each F ∈ AFA to a set of extensions S ⊆ 2A . For the stable, preferred,
stage [56], and semi-stable [15] semantics, the extensions are defined as follows:
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Figure 1: AF discussed in Example 1.
Example 1. To illustrate the semantics, consider the following AF F :
F = ({a, b, c, d, e, f }, {(a, b), (b, a), (b, c), (c, d), (d, e), (e, c), (e, f ), (f, f )}).
In Figure 1 we depict this AF as a directed graph, with the arguments as nodes and the attacks
as directed edges. It can be checked, by direct inspection, that there is no conflict-free set of
arguments in F attacking all other arguments, hence stb(F ) = ∅. The admissible sets of F are
given by adm(F ) = {∅, {a}, {b}, {b, d}}, and hence prf(F ) = {{a}, {b, d}}. By {a}+
F = {a, b} ⊂
+
{a, b, c, d, e} = {b, d}F we get that {b, d} is the only semi-stable extension of F , i.e. sem(F ) =
{{b, d}}. Finally, it holds that stg(F ) = {{a, e}, {b, e}, {b, d}}.
A set of extensions S can be realized under a semantics σ if there exists an AF F ∈ AFA
such that σ(F ) = S. The signature Σσ of semantics σ is defined as Σσ = {σ(F ) | F ∈ AFA },
containing exactly those sets of extension which can be realized under σ. Exact characterizations
of the signatures of the introduced semantics are known [33]. If S1 and S2 are two extensions
such that S1 6= S2 , we say that S1 and S2 are ⊆-comparable if S1 ⊂ S2 or S2 ⊂ S1 . We say
that S1 and S2 are ⊆-incomparable if they are not ⊆-comparable.2 A set of extensions S ⊆ 2A is
incomparable if all its elements are pairwise ⊆-incomparable.
A set of extensions S ⊆ 2A is tight
S
/ S, then there
if for all extensions S ∈ S and arguments a ∈ S∈S S, it holds that: if S ∪ {a} ∈
exists an s ∈ S such that {a, s} 6⊆ S 0 for any S 0 ∈ S.
The signatures of the semantics of interest have precise characterizations using the notions just
introduced. For the stable and stage semantics the characterizations are as follows:
Σstb = {S ⊆ 2A | S is incomparable and tight},
Σstg = {S ⊆ 2A | S 6= ∅ and S is incomparable and tight}.
Regarding the other semantics, it suffices for our purposes to state that Σstg ⊂ Σsem = Σprf [33].
We will make use of these results in Sections 3 and 4. Also, some of our results will apply to
semantics for which the following properties hold.
Definition 1. A semantics σ is called proper I-maximal if for each S ∈ Σσ it holds that
2

Note that a set S of arguments is ⊆-incomparable to itself.
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1. S is incomparable,
2. S0 ∈ Σσ for any S0 ⊆ S with S0 6= ∅, and
3. for any S1 , S2 ∈ 2A it holds that {S1 , S2 } ∈ Σσ .
In words, an I-maximal [2] semantics σ is proper if, on the one hand, it holds that for any
AF F we can realize under σ any non-empty subset of σ(F ), and, on the other hand, any pair of
⊆-incomparable sets of arguments, is realizable under σ. The next observation follows from the
characterizations of the signatures [33], and shows that the semantics we are interested in are all
proper I-maximal.
Proposition 1. Preferred, stable, semi-stable and stage semantics are proper I-maximal.
Proof. We need to show that properties (1) to (3) from Definition 1 hold. (1) is well-known.
Properties (2) and (3) were already shown in the following results of Dunne et al. [33]: (2) follows
directly from Lemma 2.2 for stable and stage semantics and from Lemma 4.2 for preferred and
semi-stable semantics; Proposition 10 contains (3).
A

Definition 2. Given a semantics σ, we define the function fσ : 22 → AFA mapping sets of
extensions to AFs such that fσ (S) = F with σ(F ) = S if S ∈ Σσ and fσ (S) = (∅, ∅) otherwise.
By definition, S ∈ Σσ guarantees that we can find an AF which, when evaluated under σ, results
in having S as set of σ-extensions. We leave the exact specifications of such AFs open but canonical
constructions for the semantics we consider have been published [33]. Such constructions may
result in AFs with additional arguments to those contained in S, though recent work on realizability
in compact AFs [7] could pave the way for constructions of AFs without new arguments. The
function fσ is not necessarily unique. Nevertheless, throughout the paper we assume fσ to be fixed
for every σ.
For an AF F = (B, S) we use AF to refer to B and RF refers to S. Finally, given AFs F and
G and arguments X ⊆ AF , we define F − X = (AF \ X, {(a, b) ∈ RF | a, b ∈ (AF \ X)}) and
F ∪ G = (AF ∪ AG , RF ∪ RG ).
Belief revision By PA we denote the set of propositional formulas over A, where the arguments
in A are taken to be propositional variables. A set of arguments E ⊆ A can be seen as an interpretation, where a ∈ E means that a is assigned true and a ∈
/ E means that a is assigned false. If a
formula ϕ ∈ PA evaluates to true under an interpretation E, E is a model of ϕ. The set of models
of ϕ is denoted by [ϕ]. We write ϕ1 ≡ ϕ2 if [ϕ1 ] = [ϕ2 ]. AV
formula ϕ is consistentV
if [ϕ] 6= ∅. We
will identify V
a finite set K of propositional formulas with K, such that [K] = [ K] and K is
consistent if K is consistent.
A propositional revision operator ◦ maps a set K of propositional formulas and a propositional
formula ϕ to a propositional formula K ◦ ϕ. The set K, called a knowledge base, is the theory to
be revised, ϕ is the revision formula representing new information which needs to be incorporated
into K, and K ◦ ϕ is the revision outcome. The revision outcome is constrained by rationality
postulates, a core set of which [38] we present below:
6
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{a, c}
{c}

{a, b}
2
3

{a, b, c}
1
2

[ϕ]

{a, c}1

d(E, K)
1
2

[K]

Table 1: d(E, K), for E ∈ [ϕ].

{a, b}, {a, b, c}0

Figure 2: Preorder on interpretations.

(KM◦1) K ◦ ϕ |= ϕ.
(KM◦2) If K ∧ ϕ is consistent, then K ◦ ϕ ≡ K ∧ ϕ.
(KM◦3) If ϕ is consistent, then K ◦ ϕ is consistent.
(KM◦4) If K1 ≡ K2 and ϕ1 ≡ ϕ2 , then K1 ◦ ϕ1 ≡ K2 ◦ ϕ2 .
(KM◦5) (K ◦ ϕ1 ) ∧ ϕ2 |= K ◦ (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ).
(KM◦6) If (K ◦ ϕ1 ) ∧ ϕ2 is consistent, then K ◦ (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ) |= (K ◦ ϕ1 ) ∧ ϕ2 .
A key insight in belief change is that any propositional revision operator satisfying postulates
KM◦1–KM◦6 can be characterized using rankings on the possible worlds described by the language. Intuitively, such rankings can be thought of as plausibility relations, whereby possible
states of affairs are ordered according to how ‘close’ they are to K. Revising a knowledge base K
by a formula ϕ then amounts to selecting the models of ϕ closest to K.
The natural way of parsing the idea of closeness is to use some distance between interpretations. A common choice is Hamming distance dH , defined as the number of atoms on which two
interpretations differ. For example, dH ({a, b, c}, {b, c, d}) = |{a, d}| = 2. Known in propositional
revision as Dalal’s operator [23], this approach consists in first defining the distance between an
interpretation E and a knowledge base K as d(E, K) = min{dH (E, E 0 ) | E 0 ∈ [K]}. Then, to
revise K by ϕ, one selects the models of ϕ with minimal distance to K.
Example 2 (Dalal operator for propositional revision). Consider the knowledge base K = {a ∧ b},
which we want to revise by ϕ = ¬b ∧ c. The models of ϕ are [ϕ] = {{a, c}, {c}}, and Dalal’s
approach gives us that d({a, c}, K) = 1, while d({c}, K) = 2. The distances from each model of
ϕ to each model of K are shown in Table 1, with models of ϕ as row names and models of K as
column names. Models in [ϕ] can now be ordered according to their distance to K, visualized in
Figure 2. The revision operator selects the models of ϕ with minimal distance to K as the models
of the revision outcome. Intuitively, these are the models of ϕ ‘closest’ to K, to be ultimately
converted back to a propositional formula. In our case we get the single interpretation {a, c},
which corresponds to K ◦ ϕ ≡ a ∧ ¬b ∧ c.
To apply this approach to AF revision we will use a unified semantic representation of AFs
and logical formulas. Thus, in our approach, sets of arguments from A play the role both of
7

extensions of AFs and of models of propositional formulas, and will be the possible worlds a
revision operator chooses from. In the following we define the kinds of rankings on 2A which will
be used to characterize the class of AF revision operators.
A preorder  on 2A is a reflexive, transitive, binary relation on 2A . If E1  E2 or E2  E1 for
any E1 , E2 ∈ 2A , the preorder  is total. Moreover, for E1 , E2 ∈ 2A , E1 ≺ E2 denotes the strict
part of , that is E1  E2 and E2 6 E1 . We write E1 ≈ E2 to abbreviate the case when E1  E2
and E2  E1 . An I-total preorder on 2A is a preorder on 2A such that E1  E2 or E2  E1 for any
pair E1 , E2 of ⊆-incomparable extensions. Finally, for a set of extensions S ⊆ 2A and a preorder
, min(S, ) = {E1 ∈ S | @E2 ∈ S : E2 ≺ E1 }.
A general way of mapping every knowledge base K to a preorder K on interpretations is
called an assignment, and in propositional revision one typically works with assignments that are
faithful. Example 2 illustrates one way of generating faithful preorders on interpretations for propositional revision. We will formally introduce faithful assignments in Section 3.1. Here we mention
that assignments provide the opportunity of a model-based characterization of revision operators.
We say that an assignment represents an operator ◦ (or, alternatively, that ◦ is represented by an
assignment) if, for any knowledge base K and formula ϕ, it holds that [K ◦ ϕ] = min([ϕ], K ). In
the case of propositional revision, working with faithful assignments satisfies postulates KM◦1–
KM◦6. The following representation result expresses this fact.
Theorem 1 ([38]). If ◦ is a propositional revision operator, then ◦ satisfies postulates KM◦1–KM◦6
if and only if there exists a faithful assignment which represents it.
The notion of revision operators being represented by assignments stays the same when K
or ϕ are replaced by AFs. In the remaining sections we obtain similar representation results for
AF revision, use these results to construct concrete AF revision operators and, finally, analyse the
computational complexity of our proposed operators.

3

Revision by Propositional Formulas

We first consider revision of an AF by a propositional formula, performed through operators of the
type ?σ : AFA × PA → AFA . Given a semantics σ, such operators map an AF F and a consistent
propositional formula ϕ to a revised AF, denoted F ?σ ϕ.3 As mentioned in the introduction, we
insist that the revision outcome should be a single AF rather than a set of AFs: this requirement is
reflected in our definition of AF revision operators.
Intuitively, the revision formula ϕ encodes information which should be incorporated in F .
More concretely, a revision operator ?σ is expected to change F such that the σ-extensions of
F ?σ ϕ come to incorporate the models of ϕ. At the same time, F should not suffer more change
than is strictly necessary. This requirement of minimal change, along with other natural requirements expected from an AF revision operator, are captured by the logical postulates presented in
Section 3.1.
3

We restrict the second argument to consistent formulas because argumentation semantics usually are not capable
of expressing the empty set of extensions. For semantics which can realize the empty set, such as the stable semantics,
our results in this section apply even without this restriction.
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Figure 3: F is to be revised with ϕ = c ∧ d, which may result in G.
E
{c, d}
{a, c, d}
{b, c, d}
{a, b, c, d}

{a, d}
2
1
3
2

{b, d}
2
3
1
2

{c, d}, {a, b, c, d}2

dprf (E, F )
2
1
1
2

[ϕ]

{a, c, d}, {b, c, d}1

prf(F ) {a, d}, {b, d}0

Table 2: d(E, F ), for E ∈ [ϕ].

Figure 4: Preorder on extensions.

Example 3. Take A = {a, b, c, d} and the AF F in Figure 3, whose preferred extensions are
prf(F ) = {{a, d}, {b, d}}. Revising F by a formula ϕ = c ∧ d would mean finding an AF F 0 ,
guaranteed to contain the arguments c and d in each of its preferred extensions. In other words, we
need to find an AF F 0 such that prf(F 0 ) ⊆ [ϕ], where [ϕ] = {{c, d}, {a, c, d}, {b, c, d}, {a, b, c, d}}.
The AF G in Figure 3 fits this requirement, as prf(G) = {{a, c, d}, {b, c, d}}. However, this is not
the only property that the revised AF is expected to satisfy: we also want to ensure that there is
no other such AF which is ‘closer’ to F , according to some measure of closeness on extensions
considered suitable.
It is straightforward to adapt Dalal’s operator for the context of AF revision. Thus, we define the
distance between a set of arguments E and an AF F with respect to a semantics σ as dσ (E, F ) =
min{dH (E, E 0 ) | E 0 ∈ σ(F )}. The AF revision operator then selects the models of ϕ with minimal
distance to F . See Example 4 below for a concrete application.
Example 4. Using Dalal’s (adapted) approach for the AF F in Example 3 under preferred semantics, we obtain the distances in Table 2, which generate the preorder D
F partly depicted in
Figure 4. The interpretations with minimal distance to F are {a, c, d} and {b, c, d}, which gives
us that σ(F ?D
prf ϕ) = {{a, c, d}, {b, c, d}}. Hence the AF G in Example 3 is a suitable revision
outcome according to Dalal’s (adapted) operator.
Unfortunately, as we show in Section 3.1, Dalal’s approach does not work in general for defining AF revision operators, as the semantic output is not guaranteed to be realizable under a semantics σ. We show this on a concrete example and outline our approach for overcoming these
difficulties in the rest of this section.
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3.1

Postulates and Representation Result

We adapt the revision postulates [38] to the context of AF revision, in a manner similar to work by
Coste-Marquis et al. [19].
(P?1) σ(F ?σ ϕ) ⊆ [ϕ].
(P?2) If σ(F ) ∩ [ϕ] 6= ∅ then σ(F ?σ ϕ) = σ(F ) ∩ [ϕ].
(P?3) If [ϕ] 6= ∅ then σ(F ?σ ϕ) 6= ∅.
(P?4) If σ(F1 ) = σ(F2 ) and ϕ ≡ ψ then σ(F1 ?σ ϕ) = σ(F2 ?σ ψ).
(P?5) σ(F ?σ ϕ) ∩ [ψ] ⊆ σ(F ?σ (ϕ ∧ ψ)).
(P?6) If σ(F ?σ ϕ) ∩ [ψ] 6= ∅ then σ(F ?σ (ϕ ∧ ψ)) ⊆ σ(F ?σ ϕ) ∩ [ψ].
A few words are in order regarding the meaning of the postulates. P?1 says that when we revise
an AF F by a formula ϕ, the extensions of the revision output should be among the models of ϕ.
P?2 specifies that if ϕ is consistent with F , in the sense that they share models, revision amounts
to nothing more than taking the common models. P?3 says that if ϕ is a consistent formula, then
revision by ϕ should also be consistent. P?4, known as irrelevance of syntax, guarantees that the
output of revision does not depend on how the revision formula is specified. P?5 and P?6 ensure
that revision is performed with minimal change to the AF F . Motivation for the postulates has
been extensively discussed in the belief revision literature ([1, 36, 38]).
We next define faithful assignments for AFs, adapting the concept with the same name from
propositional revision [38], which will be used to characterize AF revision operators.
Definition 3. Given a semantics σ, a faithful assignment maps every F ∈ AFA to a total preorder
F on 2A such that, for any E1 , E2 ∈ 2A and F, F1 , F2 ∈ AFA , it holds that:
(i) if E1 , E2 ∈ σ(F ), then E1 ≈F E2 ,
(ii) if E1 ∈ σ(F ) and E2 ∈
/ σ(F ), then E1 ≺F E2 ,
(iii) if σ(F1 ) = σ(F2 ), then F1 =F2 .
The preorder F assigned to F by a faithful assignment is called the faithful ranking associated
with F .
At this point, one natural strategy would be to import existing propositional revision operators
and use them for AF revision. Such a move was gestured towards in Example 4. However, it turns
out that doing so is not possible, because the outcome of the revision under a semantics σ could be
a set of extensions S which cannot be realized under σ (see Example 5 below). This is significant,
since as argued in Section 1, we require the output of an AF revision operator to be a single AF.
In this, we face a similar challenge to that encountered in Horn revision [26]. To overcome this
problem we use Σσ to define the following restriction on preorders, which we will need to obtain
our representation theorem.
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Definition 4. A preorder  is σ-compliant if for every consistent formula ϕ ∈ PA it holds that
min([ϕ], ) ∈ Σσ .
The following example shows why the adapted Dalal operator does not work for AF revision,
the reason being that it generates preorders which are not σ-compliant.
Example 5. Let A = {a, b, c}, a semantics σ and an AF F such that σ(F ) = {{a, b, c}}. Dalal’s
approach, using Hamming distance,4 generates the following preorder :
{a, b, c} ≺ {a, b} ≈ {a, c} ≈ {b, c} ≺ {a} ≈ {b} ≈ {c} ≺ ∅.
Now take ϕ = ¬(a ∧ b ∧ c). We obtain that min([ϕ], ) = {{a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c}}. Observe,
now, that {a, b} ∪ {c} ∈
/ {{a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c}}, but the arguments c and b appear together in
some extension in {{a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c}}, and the same holds true of c and a. This means that
{{a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c}} is not tight, and given the characterization of the signatures of semantics
introduced in Section 2, it follows that {{a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c}} ∈
/ Σσ , for σ ∈ {stb, stg}.5 Hence, 
is not σ-compliant.
On the other hand, let 0 be the preorder defined as {a, b, c} ≺0 {a} ≈0 {b} ≈0 {c} ≺0
{a, b} ≺0 {a, c} ≺0 {b, c} ≺0 ∅. It is straightforward to verify that, for σ ∈ {stb, prf, stg, sem}, 0
is σ-compliant. As an example, for ϕ from above we get that min([ϕ], 0 ) = {{a}, {b}, {c}} ∈ Σσ .
For the semantics of interest (stable, preferred, stage and semi-stable) and a set of extensions
S, we can check in polynomial time whether S ∈ Σσ [33]. Hence, we can decide in polynomial
time whether a given preorder is σ-compliant.
The concept of σ-compliance makes an AGM-style representation result possible for AF revision by propositional formulas under arbitrary semantics. The following two results make this
characterization precise.
Theorem 2. If, for some semantics σ, there exists a faithful assignment mapping any F ∈ AFA to
a σ-compliant and faithful ranking F , let ?σ : AFA × PA → AFA be a revision operator defined
as follows:
F ?σ ϕ = fσ (min([ϕ], F )).
Then ?σ satisfies postulates P?1–P?6.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary F ∈ AFA . Since F is σ-compliant, we have min ([ϕ], F ) ∈
Σσ for every ϕ ∈ PA . Therefore, by definition of fσ (see Definition 2), it holds that
σ(fσ (min([ϕ], F ))) = min([ϕ], F ). Hence, σ(F ?σ ϕ) = min([ϕ], F ) and postulate P?1 follows immediately. We will use this equality for arbitrary formulas as a shortcut in the rest of the
proof.
If σ(F ) ∩ [ϕ] 6= ∅, it follows from F being faithful that min([ϕ], F ) = σ(F ) ∩ [ϕ], and
thus P?2 is satisfied. Postulate P?3 holds because F is transitive and A is finite and therefore if
[ϕ] 6= ∅ then [ϕ] has minimal elements, hence min([ϕ], F ) 6= ∅.
4
5

See Example 4.
The characterizations of signatures [33] show that also {{a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c}} ∈
/ Στ for τ ∈ {prf, sem}.
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The preorder F being a faithful ranking means it has been obtained from a faithful assignment.
Therefore, for any AF G with σ(F ) = σ(G) it must hold that F =G (cf. (iii) from Definition 3).
Therefore, for formulas ϕ ≡ ψ, min([ϕ], F ) = min([ψ], G ). It follows that σ(F ?σ ϕ) =
σ(G ?σ ψ), showing that ?σ satisfies P?4.
Postulates P?5 and P?6 are trivially satisfied if σ(F ?σ ϕ) ∩ [ψ] = ∅. Assume
σ(F ?σ ϕ) ∩ [ψ] 6= ∅ and, towards a contradiction, that there is some E ∈ min([ϕ], F ) ∩ [ψ]
with E ∈
/ min([ϕ ∧ ψ], F ). Since E ∈ [ϕ ∧ ψ] there must be some E 0 ∈ [ϕ ∧ ψ] with E 0 ≺F E,
a contradiction to E ∈ min([ϕ], F ). Therefore σ(F ?σ ϕ) ∩ [ψ] ⊆ σ(F ?σ (ϕ ∧ ψ)). To show
that σ(F ?σ (ϕ ∧ ψ)) ⊆ σ(F ?σ ϕ) ∩ [ψ] also holds, assume E ∈ min([ϕ ∧ ψ], F ) and E ∈
/
0
min ([ϕ], F )∩[ψ]. Since E ∈ [ψ], it follows that E ∈
/ min([ϕ], F ). Let E ∈ min ([ϕ], F )∩[ψ]
(assumed to be non-empty). Then E 0 ∈ [ϕ ∧ ψ] holds. As E ∈ min([ϕ ∧ ψ], F ) and F is total,
E F E 0 . Hence from E 0 ∈ min([ϕ], F ) it follows that E ∈ min([ϕ], F ), a contradiction.
Theorem 2 shows that σ-compliant preorders can be used to obtain AF revision operators which
meet our requirement of having their output expressible as a single AF. We specify some concrete
ways of constructing σ-compliant preorders in Section 3.2. The next result shows that all operators
satisfying postulates P?1–P?6 are represented by some σ-compliant assignment.
Theorem 3. If ?σ : AFA × PA → AFA is an operator satisfying postulates P?1–P?6, for some
semantics σ, then there exists a faithful assignment mapping every F ∈ AFA to a σ-compliant
faithful ranking F on 2A such that σ(F ?σ ϕ) = min([ϕ], F ), for every ϕ ∈ PA .
Proof. For a set of interpretations S, we denote by φ(S) a propositional formula with models
[φ(S)] = S. If the elements of S = {E1 , . . . , En } are given explicitly we also write φ(E1 , . . . , En )
for φ(S).
Let F ∈ AFA be an arbitrary AF. We define the binary relation F on 2A as follows:
E F E 0

if and only if E ∈ σ(F ?σ φ(E, E 0 )).

We begin by showing that F is a total preorder. It follows from P?1 and P?3 that σ(F ?σ
φ(E, E 0 )) is a non-empty subset of {E, E 0 }, therefore F is total. Moreover, if E = E 0 then, also
by P?1 and P?3, σ(F ?σ φ(E)) = {E}. Hence E F E holds for each E ∈ 2A . In other words,
F is reflexive.
To show transitivity of F , let E1 , E2 , E3 ∈ 2A and assume E1 F E2 and E2 F E3 . By
P?1 and P?3, σ(F ?σ φ(E1 , E2 , E3 )) is a non-empty subset of {E1 , E2 , E3 }. We reason by case
analysis. Case 1. Assume, first, that σ(F ?σ φ(E1 , E2 , E3 )) ∩ {E1 , E2 } = ∅. Then σ(F ?σ
φ(E1 , E2 , E3 )) = {E3 }. Knowing that φ(E2 , E3 ) ≡ φ(E2 , E3 ) ∧ φ(E1 , E2 , E3 ), we get from
P?4 that σ(F ?σ φ(E2 , E3 )) = σ(F ?σ φ(E2 , E3 ) ∧ φ(E1 , E2 , E3 )). By P?5 and P?6 we obtain
σ(F ?σ φ(E1 , E2 , E3 )) ∩ {E2 , E3 } = σ(F ?σ (φ(E2 , E3 ) ∧ φ(E1 , E2 , E3 ))). Combining the last
two equalities, we get σ(F ?σ φ(E1 , E2 , E3 )) ∩ {E2 , E3 } = σ(F ?σ φ(E2 , E3 )). But this implies
that σ(F ?σ φ(E2 , E3 )) = {E3 }, contradicting the fact that E2 F E3 . Case 2. Assume, next,
that σ(F ?σ φ(E1 , E2 , E3 )) ∩ {E1 , E2 } =
6 ∅. Since E1 F E2 we know that E1 ∈ σ(F ?σ
φ(E1 , E2 )) holds. Considering that φ(E1 , E2 ) ≡ φ(E1 , E2 ) ∧ φ(E1 , E2 , E3 ), we obtain from P?4,
P?5, and P?6 that σ(F ?σ φ(E1 , E2 , E3 )) ∩ {E1 , E2 } = σ(F ?σ φ(E1 , E2 )). Thus, E1 ∈ σ(F ?σ
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φ(E1 , E2 , E3 )) ∩ {E1 , E2 }, and also E1 ∈ σ(F ?σ φ(E1 , E2 , E3 )) ∩ {E1 , E3 } holds. Considering
the fact that φ(E1 , E3 ) ≡ φ(E1 , E3 ) ∧ φ(E1 , E2 , E3 ), we obtain from P?4, P?5 and P?6 that
σ(F ?σ φ(E1 , E2 , E3 )) ∩ {E1 , E3 } = σ(F ?σ φ(E1 , E3 )). Therefore E1 ∈ σ(F ?σ φ(E1 , E3 )),
meaning that E1 F E3 .
Having shown that F is total, reflexive and transitive, it follows that F is a total preorder.
The following lemmata show that ?σ is indeed represented by the assignment mapping F to F .
Lemma 1. If E1 , E2 ∈ 2A such that E1 F E2 , then for all formulas ϕ ∈ PA , it holds that if
E1 ∈ [ϕ] and E2 ∈ σ(F ?σ ϕ), then E1 ∈ σ(F ?σ ϕ).
Proof. Let ϕ be a formula such that E1 ∈ [ϕ] and E2 ∈ σ(F ?σ ϕ). Then from P?5 and P?6
it follows that σ(F ?σ (ϕ ∧ φ(E1 , E2 ))) = σ(F ?σ ϕ) ∩ [φ(E1 , E2 )]. Moreover, from E2 ∈
σ(F ?σ ϕ) and P?1 we derive that E2 ∈ [ϕ], hence [φ(E1 , E2 )] ⊆ [ϕ]. By P?4 we now get
σ(F ?σ (ϕ ∧ φ(E1 , E2 ))) = σ(F ?σ φ(E1 , E2 )). Therefore we can simplify the equation we derived
from P?5 and P?6 to σ(F ?σ φ(E1 , E2 )) = σ(F ?σ ϕ) ∩ [φ(E1 , E2 )]. This, together with the
assumption that E1 F E2 (and therefore E1 ∈ σ(F ?σ φ(E1 , E2 ))), entails E1 ∈ σ(F ?σ ϕ).
Lemma 2. If ϕ ∈ PA , then it holds that min([ϕ], F ) = σ(F ?σ ϕ).
Proof. We show the double inclusion. For the ⊆-direction, take ϕ ∈ PA and an extension E1 ∈
min([ϕ], F ). Since E1 ∈ [ϕ] and [ϕ] 6= ∅, we get by P?3 that σ(F ?σ ϕ) 6= ∅. Take, therefore, an
extension E2 ∈ σ(F ?σ ϕ). By P?1 we have that E2 ∈ [ϕ] and hence E1 F E2 . By Lemma 1, it
follows that E1 ∈ σ(F ?σ ϕ).
For the ⊇-direction, take ϕ ∈ PA and E1 ∈ σ(F ?σ ϕ). By P?1, we know that E1 ∈ [ϕ].
We show that for all E2 ∈ [ϕ] it holds that E1 F E2 . To this end, take an arbitrary E2 ∈ [ϕ]:
from E1 ∈ σ(F ?σ ϕ) we know that σ(F ?σ ϕ) ∩ [φ(E1 , E2 )] 6= ∅. By P?5 and P?6 we get
σ(F ?σ ϕ) ∩ [φ(E1 , E2 )] = σ(F ?σ (ϕ ∧ φ(E1 , E2 ))). Since E1 , E2 ∈ [ϕ] it follows by P?4
that σ(F ?σ (ϕ ∧ φ(E1 , E2 ))) = σ(F ?σ φ(E1 , E2 )). Now as E1 ∈ σ(F ?σ ϕ) by assumption,
E1 ∈ σ(F ?σ φ(E1 , E2 )) must also hold, meaning that E1 F E2 . Since E2 was chosen arbitrarily,
it follows that E1 ∈ min([ϕ], F ).
It is uncontroversial that σ(F ?σ ϕ) ∈ Σσ , so by Lemma 2 it follows that F is σ-compliant.
What is left to show is that the definition of F gives rise to a faithful assignment for AFs. We
begin by showing that properties (i) and (ii) of Definition 3 hold. If σ(F ) = ∅ this is trivially the
case, hence let us assume that σ(F ) 6= ∅. By P?2 we get σ(F ?σ >) = σ(F ) (since [>] = 2A and
therefore [>] ∩ σ(F ) = σ(F )). Hence σ(F ) = min([>], F ) = min(2A , F ), meaning that for
E1 , E2 ∈ 2A , E1 6≺F E2 if E1 , E2 ∈ σ(F ) and E1 ≺F E2 if E1 ∈ σ(F ) and E2 ∈
/ σ(F ). Therefore
conditions (i) and (ii) from Definition 3 are fulfilled. Finally, condition (iii) holds since, for any
AFs F, G ∈ AFA with σ(F ) = σ(G) and any sets of arguments E, E 0 ⊆ A, P?4 ensures that
σ(F ?σ φ(E, E 0 )) = σ(G ?σ φ(E, E 0 )), hence F =G . It follows that F gives rise to a faithful
assignment.
Theorems 2 and 3 are very general in capturing any possible semantics of AFs. However,
rather implicitly, the results impose an important property on a semantics σ: namely, that for each
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AF F , every non-empty subset S of σ(F ) is again realizable under σ.6 In Theorem 2 this is by
the preorder being both faithful and σ-compliant, while in Theorem 3 it is ensured by the operator
satisfying P?2. The following result shows that no rational operators exist for semantics not having
this property.
Proposition 2. Let τ be a semantics such that Property 2 from Definition 1 does not hold. Then
there is no operator ?τ : AFA × PA → AFA satisfying P?2.
Proof. Semantics τ not fulfilling Property 2 from Definition 1 means that are is some S ∈ Στ
and some S0 ⊆ S such that S0 6= ∅ and S0 ∈
/ Στ . Now let F be an AF such that τ (F ) = S (it
exists by S ∈ Στ ) and consider the formula φ(S0 ) having [φ(S0 )] = S0 . By S0 ⊆ S and S0 6= ∅
we have τ (F ) ∩ [φ(S0 )] 6= ∅. Therefore any operator ?τ would be required to give τ (F ?τ ϕ) =
τ (F ) ∩ [φ(S0 )] = S0 , which is not possible since S0 ∈
/ Στ .

3.2

Concrete Operators

With Theorems 2 and 3, finding concrete AF revision operators comes down to defining appropriate
rankings on extensions, where by appropriate we mean faithful and σ-compliant. When dealing
with proper I-maximal semantics, an easy and immediate way to construct such rankings is to use
linear orders on extensions.
Proposition 3. Consider a faithful assignment from AFs to faithful rankings which, for any semantics σ, F ∈ AFA , and E1 , E2 ∈ 2A , satisfies the following additional property:
(iv) if E1 , E2 ∈
/ σ(F ), then either E1 ≺F E2 or E2 ≺F E1 .
If σ is proper I-maximal, any revision operator ?σ represented by this assignment satisfies postulates P?1–P?6.
Proof. Considering Theorem 2, all that is left to show is that F is σ-compliant. If σ(F )∩[ϕ] 6= ∅,
it follows that min([ϕ], F ) = σ(F ) ∩ [ϕ] ⊆ σ(F ). By Property 2 of proper I-maximal semantics,
σ(F ) ∩ [ϕ] is realizable under σ. If σ(F ) ∩ [ϕ] = ∅, notice first that condition (iv) is equivalent
to saying that for the interpretations outside σ(F ), F behaves like a linear order. This means
that min([ϕ], F ) is a singleton, and thus realizable under σ (cf. Property 3 of proper I-maximal
semantics).
Example 6. Take the AF F from Example 3 with prf(F ) = {{a, d}, {b, d}}, which we revise by
ϕ = c ∧ d. Suppose that we have an assignment which maps F to a preorder F where {c, d} ≺F
{a, c, d} ≺F {b, c, d} ≺F {a, b, c, d}, being in line with Property (iv) from Proposition 3. We get
that min([ϕ], F ) = {{c, d}}, hence for an operator ?prf represented by this assignment, F ?prf ϕ
corresponds to an AF which has only one preferred extension, namely {c, d}. Thus, F ?prf ϕ could
be the AF G0 in Figure 5.
6

As it turns out, this coincides with Property 2 of proper I-maximal semantics, the class of semantics we will focus
on in Section 4.
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Figure 5: F is to be revised with ϕ = c ∧ d, resulting in G0 .
As mentioned in Section 2, for any σ-realizable set of extensions S there are infinitely many
AFs F such that σ(F ) = S. Thus, in Example 6 we could have chosen any AF whose set of
preferred extensions is the singleton {{c, d}}, and it is a legitimate question which of the possible
AFs to choose as the revision outcome. We do not touch on this issue other than by saying that
some AF shall be chosen. Nevertheless, it would be natural to enforce some kind of minimality
requirement at this step as well, for instance by expecting F ?σ ϕ to modify the attack relation as
little as possible. Such a requirement is to be explored in future work, where it would be integrated
with recent results in this direction [20, 48].
Though easy to define, AF revision operators based on linear preorders can be excessively discriminating in their choice of extensions. Using a more familiar option such as Dalal’s operator also
does not work, since the rankings obtained with Hamming distance are usually not σ-compliant
for the semantics σ under consideration and argumentation semantics in general (see Example 5).
To obtain alternative revision operators, we first introduce some new notions. In the following,
we assume that arguments in A are strictly ranked according to something like an alphabetical
order, such that a is preferred to b, a1 is preferred to a2 , and so on. The exact choice of this
#„
ranking does not matter so much, just that it orders the arguments linearly. For an extension E, E
is a vector obtained by ordering the arguments in E in descending order according to the ranking
#„
just introduced. Thus, if E = {c, a, d, b}, then E = (a, b, c, d). We are then able to compare
such vectors according to the lexicographic order lex in the obvious way. Thus, we have that
#„
#„
(a, c) ≺lex (b, c) and (a, b) ≺lex (a, c). If the length of E is k, then the prefix of E, denoted
#„
#„
#„
E # , is the vector containing the first k − 1 elements of E. For example, if E = (a, b, c, d), then
#„
#„
#„
#„
E # = (a, b, c). By convention, if |E| = 1, then E # = ∅ .
Next, we show that any set of extensions can be partitioned in such a way that elements of the
partition are σ-realizable, at least for any semantics σ such that Σstg ⊆ Σσ . This partition then
provides the means to define a broad range of faithful rankings.
Definition 5. If S is a finite set of extensions, the indexed preorder S on S is defined, for any
E1 , E2 ∈ S, as follows:
E1 S E2 if and only if

|E1 | < |E2 | or,

#„
#„
|E1 | = |E2 | and E1 # lex E2 # .

It is straightforward to see that S is reflexive, transitive and total, and is thus a total preorder
on S. In the following we will refer to it as the indexed preorder on S. Moreover, S partitions
S into sets of extensions, which can be visualized as distinct levels of S (see Example 7). We call
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{a, b, c}

{b, c, d, e, f }

{b, c}

{a, c, d, e, f }, {a, c, d, e, g}

{a, b}, {a, c}

{a, b, c, d, e}, {a, b, c, d, f }, {a, b, c, d, g}

{a}, {b}, {c}

{d, e, f }

∅

{c, d, e}, {c, d, g}

S1

S2
Figure 6: The indexed levels of S1 and S2 .

the sets in this partition of S the indexed levels of S. The indexed levels are such that for any two
extensions E1 , E2 ∈ S, if E1 and E2 are in the same indexed level, then E1 ≈S E2 , and if E1 and
E2 belong to different indexed levels, then either E1 ≺S E2 , or E2 ≺S E1 .
Example 7. Figure 6 depicts two sets of extensions S1 and S2 arranged according to their indexed
levels. The convention is that the more preferred a level is, the lower it is displayed in the preorder.
Extensions with greater cardinality are strictly less preferred than extensions with smaller cardinality, and among extensions of equal cardinality tie-breaking occurs according to the lexicographic
order applied to the prefixes. Thus, indexed levels consist of extensions of equal cardinality with
the same prefix.
Intuitively, the indexed preorder gives precedence to extensions with fewer elements, and then
to elements placed earlier in the alphabetical order. This approach fits nicely with the idea that
arguments have a certain priority, such that if forced to choose between extensions, then we will
choose extensions with higher priority arguments. And, while the specific choice of a priority relation may seem arbitrary here without more concrete information about the argumentation context,
it seems clear that we need to select among extensions if revision is to occur. For instance, consider revising an AF F by a formula ϕ, where the models of ϕ are [ϕ] = {{a, b}, {b, c}, {a, c}}
and σ(F ) ∩ [ϕ] = ∅. We cannot accept [ϕ] as the outcome of the revision operator, because [ϕ] is
not σ-realizable under any of the semantics among stable, preferred, semi-stable and stage. Hence,
one way or another, some kind of choice has to be made among the models of ϕ, and it seems natural to assume that a revision operator would choose according to some implicit preference over
arguments. In our case, the indexed preorder gives us that {a, b} ≈[ϕ] {a, c} ≺[ϕ] {b, c}, and hence
{a, b} and {a, c} are chosen, while {b, c} is left out.
Sets of extensions constituting a indexed level of any indexed preorder turn out to have beneficial properties.
Proposition 4. If S is a set of extensions and Si is one of its indexed levels, then any set of extensions S0 ⊆ Si is tight and incomparable.
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Proof. Suppose S0 = {E1 , . . . , En }. Since E1 , . . . , En are on the same level, they have the same
cardinality and their prefixes coincide. Let us then write Ei = {a1 , . . . , ak , bi }, for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
One can immediately see that any two distinct extensions Ei and Ej in S0 are ⊆-incomparable,
sinceSthey differ in arguments bi and bj . Moreover, take an extension Ei from S0 and an argument
a ∈ S∈S S such that Ei ∪ {a} ∈
/ S. The only way this can happen is if a = bj , for j 6= i. But then
bj and bi never appear together in any of the extensions of S0 , which shows that S0 is tight.
Since, for a non-empty set of extensions S, tight and incomparable are sufficient conditions for
S ∈ Σstg , the insight gained from Proposition 4 allows us to define σ-compliant preorders based on
the indexed preorder for any semantics σ which has Σσ ⊇ Σstg . In the remainder of this section, we
assume σ to be an arbitrary such semantics. In particular, as pointed out in Section 2, this includes
also stable, preferred and semi-stable semantics.
Definition 6. For an AF F and a proper I-maximal semantics σ such that Σσ ⊇ Σstg , the canonical
A
A
preorder can
F on 2 is defined, for any E1 , E2 ∈ 2 , as follows:
E1 can
F E2 if and only if E1 ∈ σ(F ) or,
A \σ(F )

E1 , E2 ∈
/ σ(F ) and E1 2

E2 .

Definition 7. For an AF F , a proper I-maximal semantics σ such that Σσ ⊇ Σstg , and a given
faithful ranking F , the indexed refinement of F is a preorder defined, for any E1 , E2 ∈ 2A , as
follows:
E1 irF E2 if and only if E1 ∈ σ(F ) or,
A \σ(F )

E1 , E2 ∈
/ σ(F ), E1 ≈F E2 and E1 2
E1 , E2 ∈
/ σ(F ) and E1 ≺F E2 .

E2 or,

In the canonical preorder F we have the extensions of F as the minimal elements, while the
remaining extensions in 2A are ordered according to the indexed preorder. The indexed refinement
is obtained by taking an existing faithful ranking F (which, recall, may not be σ-compliant) and
rearranging its levels according to the indexed preorder, leaving the inter-level ranking unchanged.
The up-shot is that the new levels will be σ-compliant (see Example 8).
Example 8. Let F be an AF such that stb(F ) = {{b, c}}. Figure 7 depicts the canonical preD, ir
D
order can
F and Figure 8 shows the ranking F , obtained by refining the ranking F . The
latter, in turn, is generated with Hamming distance and is not σ-compliant, for any semantics
D, ir
σ ∈ {stb, prf, sem, stg}. Notice, on the other hand, that both can
are σ-compliant. Also
F and F
ir
D
notice how the levels of F get split according to the indexed preorder to obtain D,
F .
Using the canonical and the refined preorders, we can define AF revision operators in the
familiar way, by taking F ∗σ ϕ = fσ (min([ϕ], F )). We will call the operator defined using the
x
canonical preorder the canonical operator, and denote it by ?can
σ . If ?σ is an existing AF revision
operator, we will call the operator defined using the indexed preorder the indexed-refined revision
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{a, b}, {a, c}

{a, b, c}
{a, b}, {a, c}

{a}

{a}, {b}, {c}

{a, b}, {a, c}, ∅

∅

{b}, {c}, {a, b, c}

{b}, {c}

{b, c}

{b, c}

{b, c}

Figure 7: can
F .

∅
refinement

{a, b, c}

D, ir
Figure 8: D
F and F .

ir
operator, and denote it by ?x,
σ . Notice that Definition 7 can be used to refine any existing, standard
revision operator, by defining a new assignment on top of the standard one. In particular, we get
ir
operators such as ?D,
σ , obtained by refining Dalal’s operator. We show next that they also satisfy
postulates P?1–P?6.

Theorem 4. For a proper I-maximal semantics σ such that Σstg ⊆ Σσ , the revision operator ?can
σ
and the family of revision operators ?σx,ir are well defined and they satisfy postulates P?1–P?6.
Proof. By Proposition 4, the canonical and refined assignments are σ-compliant on 2A \σ(F ). By
proper I-maximality of σ, any proper subset of σ(F ) is also σ-realizable. Therefore the operators
are well-defined. They are also faithful, hence by Theorem 2 the operators satisfy postulates P?1–
P?6.

4

Revision by Argumentation Frameworks

Next, we consider revision of an AF by another AF, performed through operators of the type
∗σ : AFA × AFA → AFA . Such operators map an AF F and an AF G to an AF F ∗σ G, the
intuitive idea being that we want to change F minimally, in order to incorporate the models of
G. The underlying concept of a model is given, as before, by the argumentation semantics σ. We
consider here the class of proper I-maximal semantics including stable, preferred, stage and semistable semantics. As before, we show a correspondence between a set of postulates and a class of
rankings on 2A . The revision postulates, in the manner of [38], are formulated as follows.
(A∗1) σ(F ∗σ G) ⊆ σ(G).
(A∗2) If σ(F ) ∩ σ(G) 6= ∅, then σ(F ∗σ G) = σ(F ) ∩ σ(G).
(A∗3) If σ(G) 6= ∅, then σ(F ∗σ G) 6= ∅.
(A∗4) If σ(F1 ) = σ(F2 ) and σ(G) = σ(H), then σ(F1 ∗σ G) = σ(F2 ∗σ H).
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{a, c}
{b, c}

{b}
{a}
σ(F )

Figure 9: Cycles in rankings on extensions.
(A∗5) σ(F ∗σ G) ∩ σ(H) ⊆ σ(F ∗σ fσ (σ(G) ∩ σ(H))).
(A∗6) If σ(F ∗σ G) ∩ σ(H) 6= ∅, then σ(F ∗σ fσ (σ(G) ∩ σ(H))) ⊆ σ(F ∗σ G) ∩ σ(H).
(Acyc) If for 0 ≤ i < n, σ(F ∗σ Gi+1 ) ∩ σ(Gi ) 6= ∅ and σ(F ∗σ G0 ) ∩ σ(Gn ) 6= ∅ then
σ(F ∗σ Gn ) ∩ σ(G0 ) 6= ∅.
The postulate Acyc is adapted from [26] and is motivated by the realization that, without it,
postulates A∗1–A∗6 can characterize revision operators generated with unsuitable rankings (see
Example 9).
Example 9. Suppose that for an AF F we have a ranking F on 2A which behaves as in Figure 9
for the extensions {a}, {b, c}, {a, c} and {b}, and as a faithful ranking otherwise. An arrow means
that the relation is strict: for example, {a} F {b, c} and {b, c} F {a}, abbreviated as {a} ≺F
{b, c}. The relation F , then, contains a non-transitive cycle and is not a preorder. However, quick
inspection of the figure reveals that for any non-empty σ-realizable set S, min(S, F ) is still well
defined and non-empty (recall that we are assuming σ to be proper I-maximal; therefore elements
of S are pairwise ⊆-incomparable). For instance, if S = {{a}, {b, c}}, then min(S, F ) = {{a}}.
Thus we can define an operator ∗σ in the familiar way, by taking F ∗σ G = fσ (min(σ(G), F )),
and it is then straightforward to verify that this operator ∗σ is well-defined and satisfies postulates
A∗1–A∗6.
Additionally, there is no ranking 0F which is transitive and yields the same revision operator. To see this, notice that if such a ranking (call it 0F ) existed, it would have to satisfy
min({{a}, {b, c}}, 0F ) = {{a}}, because we know that σ(F ∗σ fσ ({{a}, {b, c}})) = {{a}}.
Thus it would hold that {a} ≺0F {b, c}. Similarly, we get that {b, c} ≺0F {a, c} ≺0F {b} ≺0F {a},
and the cycle is reiterated.
Nonetheless, we want to avoid non-transitive cycles: since a natural reading of the rankings
on 2A is that they are plausibility relations, one would expect them to be transitive, and it is thus
undesirable to have revision operators that characterize non-transitive rankings. To prevent this
situation we make use of the additional postulate Acyc.
On the ranking side we define a less demanding version of faithful assignments, which is
adjusted to the nature of (proper) I-maximal semantics.
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Definition 8. Given a semantics σ, an I-faithful assignment maps every F ∈ AFA to an I-total
preorder F on 2A such that, for any ⊆-incomparable E1 , E2 ∈ 2A and F, F1 , F2 ∈ AFA , it holds
that:
(i) if E1 , E2 ∈ σ(F ), then E1 ≈F E2 ,
(ii) if E1 ∈ σ(F ) and E2 ∈
/ σ(F ), then E1 ≺F E2 ,
(iii) if σ(F1 ) = σ(F2 ), then F1 =F2 .
The preorder F assigned to F by an I-faithful assignment is called the I-faithful ranking associated with F .
I-faithful assignments differ from faithful assignments in that they require the rankings to be
only I-total, thus allowing (but not requiring) them to be partial with respect to ⊆-comparable pairs
of extensions. Our use of I-faithful assignments is motivated by how proper I-maximal semantics
work. Given a revision operator ∗σ and F ∈ AFA , the natural way to rank two extensions E1 and
E2 is by appeal to F ∗σ fσ ({E1 , E2 }): if E1 ∈ σ(F ∗σ fσ ({E1 , E2 })), then E1 is considered ‘at
least as plausible’ as E2 and it should hold that E1 F E2 . However, by proper I-maximality of σ,
fσ ({E1 , E2 }) exists only if E1 and E2 are ⊆-incomparable. Thus if E1 and E2 are ⊆-comparable,
∗σ might not have any means to decide between E1 and E2 , hence it is natural to allow them
to be incomparable with respect to F . With these preliminaries, we can now state our main
representation results.
Theorem 5. If, for some proper I-maximal semantics σ, there exists an I-faithful assignment mapping any F ∈ AFA to an I-faithful ranking F , let ∗σ : AFA × AFA → AFA be a revision operator
defined as follows:
F ∗σ G = fσ (min(σ(G), F )).
Then ∗σ satisfies postulates A∗1–A∗6 and Acyc.
Proof. Since σ is proper I-maximal, any non-empty subset of σ(G) (and in particular,
min(σ(G), F )) is realizable under σ. Thus ∗σ is well-defined and we do not need to add any extra
condition on F , such as σ-compliance. Specifically, for any AF G, σ(F ∗σ G) = min(σ(G), F ),
which we use without further comment in the remainder of the proof.
It is straightforward to see that A∗1 is satisfied. Postulate A∗2 holds, since the elements of
σ(F ) are the minimal elements of F , as F is I-faithful. Postulate A∗3 follows from transitivity
of F and finiteness of G. Postulate A∗4 follows from Property (iii) of I-faithful assignments.
Postulates A∗5 and A∗6 can be shown analogously to P?5 and P?6 in Theorem 2.
It remains to be shown that Acyc also holds. Let G0 , G1 , . . . , Gn be a sequence of AFs such
that for all 0 ≤ i < n, σ(F ∗σ Gi+1 ) ∩ σ(Gi ) 6= ∅ and σ(F ∗σ G0 ) ∩ σ(Gn ) 6= ∅ holds. From
σ(F ∗σ G1 )∩σ(G0 ) 6= ∅ we derive by proper I-maximality of σ that min (σ(G1 ), F )∩σ(G0 ) 6= ∅.
Hence there is an extension E00 ∈ σ(G0 ) such that E00 F E1 for all E1 ∈ σ(G1 ). Likewise we get
from σ(F ∗σ G2 ) ∩ σ(G1 ) 6= ∅ that there is an extension E10 ∈ σ(G1 ) such that E10 F E2 for all
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0
E2 ∈ σ(G2 ), . . . , and from (F ∗ Gn ) ∩ σ(Gn−1 ) 6= ∅ that there is an extension En−1
∈ σ(Gn−1 )
0
0
such that En−1 F En for all En ∈ σ(Gn ). From transitivity of F we get E0 F En for all
En ∈ σ(Gn ). Finally, from σ(F ∗σ G0 ) ∩ σ(Gn ) 6= ∅ it follows that there is some En0 ∈ σ(Gn )
with En0 F E0 for all E0 ∈ σ(G0 ) (in particular for E00 ). Now from En0 F E00 F En (for all
En ∈ σ(Gn )) it follows that En0 ∈ min(σ(Gn ), F ). Hence σ(F ∗σ Gn ) ∩ σ(G0 ) 6= ∅.

Theorem 6. If ∗σ : AFA × AFA → AFA is an operator satisfying postulates A∗1–A∗6 and Acyc, for
a proper I-maximal semantics σ, then there exists an I-faithful assignment mapping every F ∈ AFA
to an I-faithful ranking F on 2A such that σ(F ∗σ G) = min(σ(G), F ), for any G ∈ AFA .
Proof. Assume there is an operator ∗σ : AFA × AFA → AFA satisfying postulates A∗1–A∗6 and
Acyc, and take an arbitrary F ∈ AFA . We construct F in two steps. First we define a relation 0F
on 2A by saying that for any two ⊆-incomparable E, E 0 ∈ 2A :
E 0F E 0 if and only if E ∈ σ(F ∗σ fσ ({E, E 0 })).
The relation 0F is reflexive, as A∗1 and A∗3 imply that E ∈ σ(F ∗σ fσ ({E})). In the next step
we take F to be the transitive closure of 0F . In other words:
E F E 0 if and only if there exist E1 , . . . , En such that:
E1 = E, En = E 0 and E1 0F · · · 0F En .
The remainder of the proof shows that F is the desired I-faithful ranking. First, notice that
if E1 0F E2 then E1 F E2 . Hence F is reflexive and, by construction, it is transitive, which
makes it a preorder on 2A . Additionally, for any two ⊆-incomparable extensions E1 , E2 , proper
I-maximality of σ guarantees that fσ ({E1 , E2 }) exists. By A∗1 and A∗3, σ(F ∗σ fσ ({E1 , E2 })) is
a non-empty subset of {E1 , E2 }, thus E1 0F E2 or E2 0F E1 and F is I-total. Next we argue
that F is an I-faithful ranking.
Due to proper I-maximality of σ, a set {E1 , E2 } is realizable whenever E1 and E2 are ⊆incomparable. Thus, we usually write {E1 , E2 } instead of σ(fσ ({E1 , E2 })).
Lemma 3. If E1 , E2 ∈ σ(F ), then E1 ≈F E2 .
Proof. From A∗2 and proper I-maximality of σ, we get σ(F ∗σ fσ ({E1 , E2 })) = σ(F ) ∩
{E1 , E2 } = {E1 , E2 }. Thus E1 0F E2 and E2 0F E1 , which implies E1 ≈F E2 .
Lemma 3 shows that F satisfies Property (i) of I-faithful assignments. For Property (ii) we
make use of the following lemmas. It is in this context that Acyc proves crucial.
Lemma 4. If E1 , . . . , En are pairwise distinct extensions with E1 0F E2 0F · · · 0F En 0F E1 ,
then E1 0F En .
Proof. If n = 2 the conclusion follows immediately. In the following we assume that n > 2.
From the hypothesis we have that Ei ∈ σ(F ∗σ fσ ({Ei , Ei+1 })), for i ∈ {1, n − 1}, and En ∈
σ(F ∗σ fσ ({En , E1 })). It follows that E1 ∈ σ(F ∗σ fσ ({E1 , E2 })) ∩ {En , E1 }, Ei ∈ σ(F ∗σ
fσ ({Ei , Ei+1 }))∩{Ei−1 , Ei }, for i ∈ {2, . . . , n−1}, and En ∈ σ(F ∗σ fσ ({En , E1 }))∩{En−1 , En }.
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Applying Acyc, we get that σ(F ∗σ fσ ({En , E1 })) ∩ {E1 , E2 } =
6 ∅. From A∗5 and A∗6 it follows
that σ(F ∗σ fσ ({En , E1 })) ∩ {E1 , E2 } = σ(F ∗σ fσ ({En , E1 } ∩ {E1 , E2 })). Since {En , E1 } ∩
{E1 , E2 } = {E1 } we get by A∗4 that σ(F ∗σ fσ ({En , E1 } ∩ {E1 , E2 })) = σ(F ∗σ fσ ({E1 })).
Finally, using A∗1 and A∗3 we conclude that σ(F ∗σ fσ ({E1 })) = {E1 }, and thus E1 ∈ σ(F ∗σ
fσ ({En , E1 })), implying E1 0F En .
Lemma 5. For any extensions E and E 0 , if E ≺0F E 0 then E ≺F E 0 .
Proof. From the definition of F it is clear that E F E 0 . It remains to be shown that E 0 6F E.
Suppose, towards a contradiction, that E 0 F E. Then there exist E1 , . . . , En such that E1 = E 0 ,
En = E and E1 0F · · · 0F En . Since we also have E ≺0F E 0 by assumption, we can apply
Lemma 4 to get E1 0F En , a contradiction.
Lemma 6. If E1 and E2 are ⊆-incomparable extensions and E1 ∈ σ(F ), E2 ∈
/ σ(F ), then
E1 ≺F E2 .
Proof. By proper I-maximality of σ and A∗2 we get σ(F ∗σ fσ ({E1 , E2 })) = σ(F ) ∩ {E1 , E2 } =
{E1 }. This implies that E1 ≺0F E2 and, by Lemma 5, E1 ≺F E2 .
Lemma 6 gives us Property (ii). For Property (iii) assume an AF F 0 ∈ AFA with σ(F ) =
σ(F 0 ). A∗4 ensures that 0F =0F 0 and therefore it also holds that F =F 0 .
Lastly, we show that the extensions of F ∗σ G, for any G ∈ AFA , are the minimal elements of
σ(G) with respect to F .
Lemma 7. For any two extensions E1 , E2 ⊆ A and any G ∈ AFA , if E1 ∈ σ(G), E2 ∈ σ(F ∗σ G)
and E1 0F E2 , then E1 ∈ σ(F ∗σ G).
Proof. From the assumption that E2 ∈ σ(F ∗σ G), we have σ(F ∗σ G) ∩ {E1 , E2 } =
6 ∅. By
A∗5 and A∗6 we get σ(F ∗σ G) ∩ {E1 , E2 } = σ(F ∗σ fσ (σ(G) ∩ {E1 , E2 })). Moreover, by
A∗1, we get that E2 ∈ σ(G). We also know that E1 ∈ σ(G), so {E1 , E2 } ⊆ σ(G). Thus
σ(G)∩{E1 , E2 } = {E1 , E2 } and from this and A∗4 it follows that σ(F ∗σ fσ (σ(G)∩{E1 , E2 })) =
σ(F ∗σ fσ ({E1 , E2 })). Putting these results together with the fact that E1 ∈ σ(F ∗σ fσ ({E1 , E2 }))
(since E1 0F E2 ), we get that E1 ∈ σ(F ∗σ G).
Lemma 8. For any G ∈ AFA , min(σ(G), 0F ) = σ(F ∗σ G).
Proof. Keeping in mind that for any two σ-extensions E1 , E2 of G, by proper I-maximality of σ,
E1 0F E2 or E2 0F E1 , the proof resembles the one for Lemma 2.
Lemma 9. For any G ∈ AFA , min(σ(G), F ) = min(σ(G), 0F ).
Proof. ⊆: Let E1 ∈ min(σ(G), F ) and suppose there exists E2 ∈ σ(G) with E2 ≺0F E1 . By
Lemma 5, this implies that E2 ≺F E1 , a contradiction to E1 ∈ min(σ(G), F ). It follows that
E1 0F E2 , thus E1 ∈ min(σ(G), 0F ).
⊇: Take E1 ∈ min(σ(G), 0F ) and any E2 ∈ σ(G). If E2 = E1 , it follows that E1 0F E2 . If
E2 6= E1 , then by proper I-maximality of σ, E1 and E2 are ⊆-incomparable and thus E1 0F E2
or E2 0F E1 . We cannot have that E2 ≺0F E1 , since this would contradict the hypothesis that
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E1 ∈ min(σ(G), 0F ), therefore E1 0F E2 . In both cases it follows that E1 F E2 , hence
E1 ∈ min(σ(G), F ).
Lemmas 8 and 9 imply that for any G ∈ AFA , σ(F ∗σ G) = min(σ(F ), F ). This concludes
the proof.
Regarding concrete operators, notice that any faithful assignment for AFs can be used, via
Theorem 5, to represent a revision operator ∗σ : AFA ×AFA → AFA . Remarkably, then, for revision
by AFs we do not need a restriction on rankings such as σ-compliance to ensure that operators are
well defined. The reason revision by AFs is easier than revision by propositional formulas is the
fact that any subset of σ(F ) is realizable under σ, for any proper I-maximal semantics σ and
F ∈ AFA . Also, any faithful assignment is an I-faithful assignment in our sense, which implies,
by Theorem 5, that ∗σ satisfies A∗1–A∗6 and Acyc. Thus, any model-based revision operator
from the standard literature on belief change (for example Dalal’s operator [23]) can be used as a
revision operator of AFs by AFs.
Example 10. Consider an AF F as in Example 5, with stb(F ) = {{a, b, c}}, for instance
F = ({a, b, c}, ∅). The corresponding ranking obtained with Hamming distance, {a, b, c} ≺D
F
D
D
D
D
D
{a, b} ≈D
{a,
c}
≈
{b,
c}
≺
{a}
≈
{b}
≈
{c}
≺
∅,
was
problematic
when
revising
by
F
F
F
F
F
F
a propositional formula, because the desired outcome of a revision operator could turn out to be
{{a, b}, {b, c}, {a, c}}, which usually is not σ-realizable (see Example 5). We cannot, however,
run into this problem when revising by an AF G, since the outcome of revision will, by definition,
be a proper subset of σ(G), namely min(σ(G), D
F ). Due to the proper I-maximality of σ, any
proper subset of σ(G) is also σ-realizable. It follows that Dalal’s operator and, by the same token,
any other standard revision operator, can be applied in this setting.

5

Complexity

Next, we study the complexity of Dalal’s operator and its refinement in the argumentation setting.
We will consider the following decision problem for semantics σ ∈ {stb, prf}:
G IVEN :
D ECIDE :

the original AF F , the revising AF G (or formula ϕ),
and a set of arguments E,
whether E is a σ-extension of the revision of F by G (or ϕ).

In particular, the problem is closely related to model checking in propositional logic revision,
the complexity of which was studied by Liberatore and Schaerf [42]. We will first show the exact
complexity of Dalal revision by AFs and then give complexity bounds for the refinement of Dalal’s
operator for revision by formulas.
We assume familiarity with standard complexity concepts, such as P, NP and completeness.
Given a complexity class C, a C oracle decides a given sub-problem from C in one computation
step. The class ΣPk (and ∆Pk ) contains the problems that can be decided in polynomial time by
a non-deterministic (deterministic) Turing machine with unrestricted access to a ΣPk−1 oracle. In
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particular, ΣP0 = P, ΣP1 = NP, and ∆P2 = PNP . The classes ∆Pk have been refined by the classes ΘPk
(also denoted ∆Pk [O(log m)]), in which the number of oracle calls in bounded by O(log m), where
m is the input size.
The complexity classes introduced above have complete problems involving quantified Boolean formulas (QBFs). By a k-existential QBF we denote a QBF of the form
Q1 X1 . . . Qk Xk ϕ(X1 , . . . , Xk ) with Q1 = ∃, Q2 , . . . , Qk ∈ {∃, ∀}, Qi 6= Qi+1 for 1 ≤ i < k, and
(i) if Qk = ∀ then ϕ is in DNF containing no monoms which are trivial for X1 ∪ · · · ∪ Xk−1 , (ii)
if Qk = ∃ then ϕ is in CNF containing no clauses which are trivial for X1 ∪ · · · ∪ Xk−1 . A monom
m (or clause c) is trivial for X if all atoms occurring in m (or c) are contained in X. In particular,
a 1-existential QBF is of the form ∃Xϕ(X) with ϕ being in CNF without empty clauses. It is true
if and only if ϕ(X) is satisfiable. For a set of arguments X = {x1 , . . . , xn } we denote by X the
set of arguments {x1 , . . . , xn }.
The classes ΘPk+1 (for k ≥ 1) have the following complete problems [35, 57, 55], which we
will make use of in the subsequent hardness proofs:
G IVEN :
D ECIDE :

k-existential QBFs Φ1 , . . . , Φm such that Φi being false implies
Φi+1 being false for 1 ≤ i < m,
whether max{1 ≤ i ≤ m | Φi is true} is odd.

Given an AF F and a set of arguments E, deciding whether E ∈ stb(F ) is in P and deciding
whether E ∈ prf(F ) is coNP-complete [29].
We begin with the complexity of Dalal’s operator for revision by AFs under stable semantics.
We will make use of the following construction, which is adapted from reductions used in proofs
by Dimopoulos and Torres [29] and Dunne and Bench-Capon [32]. In what follows, we consider
a more general setting by giving up the restriction that A is finite.
V
Definition 9. Given a propositional formula ϕ(X) = c∈C c with each c ∈ C a disjunction of
literals from X, we define Fϕ = (Aϕ , Rϕ ) as:
Aϕ =X ∪ X ∪ C ∪ {ϕ, ϕ},
Rϕ ={(x, x), (x, x) | x ∈ X} ∪ {(c, c0 ) | c, c0 ∈ C, c 6= c0 }∪
{(x, c) | x occurs in c} ∪ {(x, c) | ¬x occurs in c}∪
{(c, ϕ) | c ∈ C} ∪ {(ϕ, ϕ)}.
Figure 10 depicts Fϕ for an exemplary CNF formula ϕ(X).
V
Lemma 10. Given a propositional formula ϕ(X) = c∈C c with each c ∈ C a disjunction of
literals from X, it holds that:
1. ϕ is satisfiable if and only if there exists E ∈ stb(Fϕ ) such that ϕ ∈
/ E;
2. for each E, E 0 ∈ stb(Fϕ ) such that ϕ ∈
/ E and ϕ ∈ E 0 it holds that |E| + 1 = |E 0 |;
3. for each E ∈ stb(Fϕ ) such that ϕ ∈
/ E and each E 0 ∈ stb(Fϕ − (C ∪ {ϕ})) it holds that
0
|E| = |E |.
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Figure 10: AF Fϕ for ϕ(X) = (x1 ∨ ¬x2 ) ∧ (¬x1 ∨ x3 ) ∧ (¬x2 ∨ ¬x3 ).
Proof. We begin with the observation that every stable extension of Fϕ or Fϕ − (C ∪ {ϕ}) contains
S ∪ (X \ S) for some S ⊆ X, since each argument x ∈ X is in symmetric conflict with x and
neither receives any further attacks.
1. (⇒): Assume ϕ is satisfiable, hence there exists S ⊆ X such that for each c ∈ C, S |= c.
Therefore, by construction of Fϕ , S ∪ (X \ S) attacks all c ∈ C. Thus S ∪ (X \ S) ∪
/ E. Moreover let S ⊆ X for which
{ϕ} ∈ stb(Fϕ ). (⇐): Let E ∈ stb(Fϕ ) with ϕ ∈
S ∪ (X \ S) ⊆ E (recall from before that such an S must exist). Since ϕ is the only attacker
/ E for all c ∈ C. Therefore S ∪ (X \ S) must
of ϕ it follows that ϕ ∈ E and further c ∈
attack each c ∈ C, meaning by construction of Fϕ that S |= c for each c ∈ C, hence S |= ϕ;
that is, ϕ is satisfiable.
2. From the (⇐)-direction of (1) we get that each E ∈ stb(Fϕ ) with ϕ ∈
/ E has |E| = |X| + 1.
0
0
/ E 0 , hence for at least one
For an arbitrary E ∈ stb(Fϕ ) with ϕ ∈ E it must hold that ϕ ∈
0
c ∈ C we must have c ∈ E . Since, as we know, S ∪ (X \ S) ⊆ E 0 for some S ⊆ X, and
by C forming a clique, c ∈ E for at most one c ∈ C, it follows that |E 0 | = |X| + 2, that is
|E| + 1 = |E 0 |.
3. Obviously, |E 0 | = |X| + 1 for each E 0 ∈ stb(Fϕ − (C ∪ {ϕ})). Hence, from the observation
in (2), the result follows.
This concludes the proof.
Given these observations we can show the exact complexity of Dalal’s operator for revision
under stable semantics.
P
Theorem 7. Given AFs F, G ∈ AFA and E ⊆ A, deciding whether E ∈ stb(F ∗D
stb G) is Θ2 complete.

Proof. For membership in ΘP2 we sketch an algorithm that decides E ∈ stb(F ∗D
stb G) in polynomial
time with O(log m) calls to an NP oracle, where m = |AF | + |AG |. First we check whether
E ∈ stb(G) (in P); if no, then we return with a negative answer. Then the minimal distance
z = min{dstb (T, F ) | T ∈ stb(G)} is determined. It holds that z ≤ m, since S ⊆ AF (resp.
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Figure 11: Illustration of the AF obtained from the reduction in the proof of Theorem 7.
T ⊆ AG ) for each S ∈ stb(F ) (resp. T ∈ stb(G)). Now z can be computed by binary search
with O(log m) calls to the following NP procedure: guess S ⊆ AF , T ⊆ AG and check whether
S ∈ stb(F ), T ∈ stb(G) and dH (S, T ) < z (checking this is in P). Having obtained z, we finally
call another NP oracle to check whether there is an S ∈ stb(F ) such that dH (S, E) = z. If such an
S does exist, then E ∈ stb(F ∗D
stb G), otherwise not.
P
To show Θ2 hardness we give a polynomial-time reduction from the following problem (recall
that a 1-existential QBF being false is equivalent to a propositional formula being unsatisfiable):
propositional formulas ϕ1 (X1 ), . . . , ϕm (Xm ) such that
ϕi unsatisfiable implies ϕi+1 unsatisfiable, for 1 ≤ i < m,
D ECIDE : whether k = max{1 ≤ i ≤ m | ϕi is satisfiable} is odd.
Without loss of generality we can assume that: (i) Xi ∩ Xj = ∅ for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, i 6= j, (ii)
n = |Xi | = |Xj | for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, (iii) each ϕi is in CNF with Ci denoting
S the set of clauses of
ϕi , and (iv) m is odd. Now given an instance of this problem, define F = 1≤i≤m Fϕi ∪ Fi where
Fϕi is given by Definition 9 and:

Fi = {ϕi , ϕi+1 } ∪ Ci , {(ϕi+1 , ϕi )} ∪ {(ϕi+1 , c) | c ∈ Ci }
1≤i<m
0
0
0
0
0
Fm = ({ϕm , x, x } ∪ Cm , {(x, x ), (x , x), (x , ϕm )} ∪ {(x , c) | c ∈ Cm }) .
G IVEN :

Intuitively, F contains the frameworks Fϕi constructed according to Definition 9 together with
“connecting frameworks” Fi which make ϕi+1 attack ϕi and all clause-arguments Ci . Fm can be
seen as the “starting framework”. A schematic illustration of F can be seen in Figure 11. Moreover,
we define G = ({x, x0 }, {(x, x0 ), (x0 , x)}) and E = {x}.
Due to the splitting Property [4], the stable extensions of F are composed of the union of
stable extensions of its components, where
the computation of stb(Fϕi ) has to take into account
S
stb(Fϕi+1 ). That is, stb(F ) = {{α} ∪ 1≤i≤m Ei | α ∈ {x, x0 }, Ei ∈ stb(Fϕ0 i )} where
• Fϕ0 m = Fϕm if α = x and Fϕ0 m = Fϕm − (Cm ∪ {ϕm }) if α = x0 , and
• Fϕ0 i = Fϕi if ϕi+1 ∈
/ Ei+1 and Fϕ0 i = Fϕi − (Ci ∪ {ϕi }) if ϕi+1 ∈ Ei+1 for 1 ≤ i < m.
Recall that k is the highest index such that ϕk is satisfiable. Consider an i with k < i ≤ m.
If Fϕ0 i = Fϕi then we know, by Lemma 10.1 and ϕi being unsatisfiable, that ϕi ∈ Ei , hence
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Figure 12: AF FΦ for the QBF Φ = ∃y1 , y2 ∀z1 , z2 : (y1 ∧ ¬y2 ∧ z1 ) ∨ (y1 ∧ y2 ∧ ¬z2 ) ∨ (¬y2 ∧ ¬z1 ).
Fϕ0 i−1 = Fϕi−1 − (Ci−1 ∪ {ϕi−1 }). On the other hand if Fϕ0 i = Fϕi − (Ci ∪ {ϕi }) then obviously
ϕi ∈
/ Ei , hence Fϕ0 i−1 = Fϕi−1 . Now consider an i with 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Again from Lemma 10.1,
/ E. Therefore, by Lemma 10.2 and 10.3, for
we get that there is some E ∈ stb(Fϕi ) S
with ϕi ∈
0
∗
α ∈ {x, x } the extension Sα = {α} ∪ 1≤i≤m Ei with ϕi ∈
/ Ei for 1 ≤ i ≤ k is the one with
the minimal distance to {α} among all elements of stb(F ) (recall the assumption that |Xi | = |Xj |
for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m). Now if k is odd, we get, by the assumption that m is odd, that m − k is
0
even. Hence dH (Sx∗ , {x}) = dH (Sx∗0 , {x0 }) and furthermore stb(F ∗D
stb G) = {{x}, {x }}, that is
D
E ∈ stb(F ∗stb G). If, on the other hand, k is even, then m−k is odd and, by Lemma 10.2 and 10.3,
0
/ stb(F ∗D
dH (Sx∗ , {x}) = dH (Sx∗0 , {x0 }) + 1, hence E ∈
stb G) = {{x }}.
Now we turn to preferred semantics, where we will make use of the following construction.
W
Definition 10. Given a 2-existential QBF Φ = ∃Y ∀Zϕ(Y, Z) where ϕ is a DNF d∈D d with each
d a conjunction of literals from X = Y ∪ Z, we define FΦ = (AΦ , RΦ ) as:
AΦ =X ∪ X ∪ D ∪ {ϕ, ϕ},
RΦ ={(x, x), (x, x) | x ∈ X}∪
{(x, d) | x occurs in d} ∪ {(x, d) | ¬x occurs in d}∪
{(d, ϕ) | d ∈ D} ∪ {(ϕ, ϕ), (ϕ, ϕ)} ∪ {(ϕ, z) | z ∈ Z}.
The construction is illustrated on an exemplary 2-existential QBF Φ in Figure 12. We show
two technical lemmata before giving the actual complexity result.
W
Lemma 11. Let Φ = ∃Y ∀Zϕ(Y, Z) where ϕ is a DNF d∈D d. For each d ∈ D, S ⊆ Y and
T ⊆ Z it holds that:
• S ∪ T |= d if and only if d is defended by S ∪ (Y \ S) ∪ T ∪ (Z \ T );
• S ∪ T 6|= d if and only if d is attacked by S ∪ (Y \ S) ∪ T ∪ (Z \ T ).
Proof. If S ∪T |= d, then the set of arguments attacking d is, according to Definition 10, contained
in S ∪ (Y \ S) ∪ T ∪ (Z \ T ). Therefore, it is not attacked and even defended by S ∪ (Y \ S) ∪
T ∪ (Z \ T ).
If S ∪T 6|= d, then there is some argument attacking d which is not contained in S ∪(Y \S)∪T ∪
(Z \T ). Therefore, it is attacked and, consequently, not defended by S ∪(Y \ S)∪T ∪(Z \ T ).
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Lemma 12. Consider the 2-existential QBF Φ = ∃Y ∀Zϕ(Y, Z) where ϕ is a DNF
holds that:

W

d∈D

d. It

1. Φ is true if and only if there exists E ∈ prf(FΦ ) such that ϕ ∈
/ E;
2. for each E ∈ prf(FΦ ) it holds that (a) |E| = |Y | + |Z| + 1 if ϕ ∈ E and (b) |E| = |Y | if
ϕ∈
/ E;
3. for each E ∈ prf(FΦ − {ϕ}) is holds that |E| = |Y |.
Proof.
1. ⇒: Assume Φ is true. That is, there is some S ⊆ Y such that for all T ⊆ Z it holds
that ϕ(S, T ) is true. We show that E = S ∪ (Y \ S) ∈ prf(FΦ ). First, E is easily checked to
be admissible. Towards a contradiction, assume there is some E 0 ∈ adm(FΦ ) with E 0 ⊃ E.
Further assume there is some d ∈ D included in E 0 \ E. Due to the non-triviality of d there
is at least one z ∈ Z ∪ Z attacking d and, consequently, it must hold that z ∈ E 0 . Then,
due to ϕ attacking all Z ∪ Z, ϕ ∈ E 0 , we get a contradiction to conflict-freeness of E 0 since
also d ∈ D. Knowing that d ∈
/ E 0 for all d ∈ D, assume that ϕ ∈ E 0 . To this end ϕ has to
0
be defended by E from each d ∈ D. This means that there must be some T ⊆ Z such that
T ∪ (Z \ T ) ⊆ E 0 and each d ∈ D is attacked by S ∪ (Y \ S) ∪ T ∪ (Z \ T ). But then, by
Lemma 11, S ∪ T 6|= d for each d ∈ D, a contradiction to ϕ(S, T ) being true.
⇐: We show the contrapositive, that if Φ is false then all E ∈ prf(FΦ ) have ϕ ∈ E. Observe
that for any S ⊆ Y , S ∪ (Y \ S) is admissible in FΦ , hence S ∪ (Y \ S) is contained in
some preferred extension. Moreover, each preferred extension must contain S ∪ (Y \ S) for
some S ⊆ Y . Consider an arbitrary S ⊆ Y . As, by assumption, Φ is false, there must be
some T ⊆ Z such that ϕ(S, T ) is false. Hence for every d ∈ D it must hold that S ∪ T 6|= d
and consequently, by Lemma 11, d is attacked by XS = S ∪ (Y \ S) ∪ T ∪ (Z \ T ). Hence
XS ∪ {ϕ} is admissible and, by attacking all other arguments, also preferred in FΦ . Now
/ E 0 . By the latter no argument among
assume there is an E 0 ∈ prf(FΦ ) with S ⊆ E 0 and ϕ ∈
0
Z ∪ Z can be in E as it cannot be defended from ϕ. Hence, to be ⊆-incomparable to all
the preferred extensions which do include ϕ, E 0 must include some d ∈ D. But also this in
not possible as by assumption there must be some T ⊆ Z making S ∪ T 6|= d, meaning, by
Lemma 11, that d is attacked by S ∪ (Y \ S) ∪ T ∪ (Z \ T ). If it is attacked by S ∪ (Y \ S)
then E 0 is not conflict-free; if it is attacked by T ∪ (Z \ T ) then E 0 is not admissible. We
conclude that all E ∈ prf(FΦ ) have ϕ ∈ E.
2. Consider some E ∈ prf(FΦ ). (a) If ϕ ∈ E then d ∈
/ E for all d ∈ D, hence a maximal
conflict-free selection of arguments among Y ∪ Y ∪ Z ∪ Z must be included in E, therefore
S ∪ (Y \ S) ∪ T ∪ (Z \ T ) ⊆ E for some S ⊆ Y and T ⊆ Z. Hence |E| = |Y | + |Z| + 1. (b)
If ϕ ∈
/ E then no argument among Z ∪ Z can be defended. Moreover, as ϕ does not contain
monoms which are trivial for Y , it follows by Lemma 11 that no d ∈ D can be defended.
On the other hand, E must include a maximal conflict-free selection of arguments among
Y ∪ Y , hence |E| = |Y |.
3. Let FΦ0 = FΦ − {ϕ} and observe that the self-attacking argument ϕ is unattacked in FΦ0 .
Hence none of the arguments Z ∪ Z can be defended. Moreover, as ϕ does not contain
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Figure 13: Illustration of the AF obtained from the reduction in the proof of Theorem 8.
monoms which are trivial for Y , each argument d ∈ D is attacked by Z ∪Z and can therefore
also not be defended. It follows that the preferred extensions of FΦ0 are given by S ∪ (Y \ S)
for each S ⊆ Y , each containing |Y | arguments.
P
Theorem 8. Given AFs F, G ∈ AFA and E ⊆ A, deciding whether E ∈ prf(F ∗D
prf G) is Θ3 complete.

Proof. To show membership in ΘP3 we sketch an algorithm that decides E ∈ prf(F ∗D
prf G) in
P
polynomial time with O(log m) calls to a Σ2 oracle, where m = |AF | + |AG |. First, we check
whether E ∈ prf(G) (in coNP); if no we return with a negative answer. Second, the minimal
distance z = min{dprf (T, F ) | T ∈ prf(G)} is determined. Since S ⊆ AF (resp. T ⊆ AG ) for
each S ∈ prf(F ) (resp. T ∈ prf(G)), it holds that d ≤ m. Therefore it can be computed by binary
search with O(log m) oracle calls to the following ΣP2 procedure: Guess S ⊆ AF , T ⊆ AG and
check (in coNP) whether S ∈ prf(F ), T ∈ prf(G) and dH (S, T ) < z. Having obtained z, we
finally call the oracle once again to check whether there is an S ∈ prf(F ) with dH (S, E) = z. If
such an S does exist then E ∈ prf(F ∗D
prf G), otherwise not.
P
To show Θ3 -hardness we give a polynomial-time reduction from the following problem: Given
2-existential QBFs Φ1 , . . . , Φm such that Φi being false implies Φi+1 being false for 1 ≤ i < m,
decide whether k = max{1 ≤ i ≤ m | Φi is true} is odd. We use the following notation to identify
the elements of QBFs: Φi = ∃Yi ∀Zi ϕi . W.l.o.g. we can assume that (i) the variables of the QBFs
are pairwise distinct, (ii) |Yi | = |Yj | and |Zi | = |Zj | for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, and (iii) m is odd. Due
to (ii) we will use |Y | to denote |Yi | and |Z| to denoteS|Zi | for any i. Now for each Φi = ∃Yi ∀Zi ϕi ,
let FΦi be as given in Definition 10. We define F = 1≤i≤m FΦi ∪ Fi where:

Fi = {ϕi , ϕi+1 }, {(ϕi+1 , ϕi )}
Fm = ({ϕm , x, x0 }, {(x, x0 ), (x0 , x), (x0 , ϕm )}) .

1≤i<m

Figure 13 depicts a schematic example of F . The subframeworks Fi can be regarded as “connecting
frameworks”, adding just an attack from ϕi+1 to ϕi . Fm is the “starting framework”. Moreover,
we define G = ({x, x0 }, {(x, x0 ), (x0 , x)}) and E = {x}. We show that E ∈ prf(F ∗D
prf G) if and
only if k is odd.
Due to the splitting property
S of preferred semantics [4], the preferred extensions of F are
composed as prf(F ) = {{α} ∪ 1≤i≤m Ei | α ∈ {x, x0 }, Ei ∈ prf(FΦ0 i )}, where:
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• FΦ0 m = FΦm if α = x and FΦ0 m = (FΦm − {ϕm }) if α = x0 , and
• FΦ0 i = FΦi if ϕi+1 ∈
/ Ei+1 and FΦ0 i = FΦ−1 − {ϕi }) if ϕi+1 ∈ Ei+1 for 1 ≤ i < m.
Recall that k is the highest index such that Φk is true. Due to Lemma 12 it holds that:
• 1 ≤ i ≤ k: we have either |Ei | = |Y | or |Ei | = |Y | + |Z| + 1;
• k < i ≤ m: if α = x we have |Ei | = |Y | + |Z| + 1 for i ∈ {m, m − 2, . . . } and |Ei | = |Y |
for i ∈ {m − 1, m − 3, . . . }; otherwise we have |Ei | = |Y | for i ∈ {m, m − 2, . . . } and
|Ei | = |Y | + |Z| + 1 for i ∈ {m − 1, m − 3, . . . }.
Moreover, we get from Lemma 12 that each FΦi with 1 ≤ i ≤ k has an extension Ei∗ ∈ prf(FΦi )
with ϕi ∈
/ Ei∗ , hence |Ei∗ | = |Y |. Let Sα∗ ∈ prf(F ) be now such that Ei = Ei∗ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. By
the observations above and assumption (ii), Sα∗ has minimal distance to {α} among all preferred
extensions containing α, for α ∈ {x, x0 }.
If k is odd, we get, by the assumption that m is odd, that m − k is even, hence dH (Sα∗ , {α}) =
0
m|Y | + m−k
(|Z| + 1) + 1 for both α ∈ {x, x0 }. Therefore prf(F ∗D
prf G) = {{x}, {x }}, i.e.
2
E ∈ prf(F ∗D
prf G).
c(|Z| + 1) + 1 <
If k is even, then m − k is odd. We get dH (Sx∗0 , {x0 }) = m|Y | + b m−k
2
D
0
∗
m|Y | + d m−k
,
{x}),
hence
E
∈
/
prf(F
∗
G)
=
{{x
}}.
e(|Z|
+
1)
+
1
=
d
(S
H
x
prf
2
As elaborately discussed in Section 3.2, Dalal’s operator cannot be directly applied to revision
of AFs by propositional formulas, as the rankings obtained from Hamming distance do not meet
the requirements for inducing rational operators. Therefore we consider here the refinement of
Dalal’s operator ?D,ir
σ , as introduced in Definition 7. We begin by showing that hardness carries
over from the operator ?D
σ for revision by AFs.
Theorem 9. Given an AF F ∈ AFA , ϕ ∈ PA and E ⊆ A, then:
ir
P
• deciding whether E ∈ stb(F ?D,
stb ϕ) is Θ2 -hard;
ir
P
• deciding whether E ∈ prf(F ?D,
prf ϕ) is Θ3 -hard.

Proof. Let σ ∈ {stb, prf}. Further, let G = ({x, x0 }, {(x, x0 ), (x0 , x)}) and φ(σ(G)) be the formula
having exactly σ(G) as its models. We will give a polynomial time reduction from the problem,
given F ∈ AFA and E ⊆ A, whether E ∈ σ(F ∗D
σ G). Inspecting the hardness proofs of Theorems 7
P
and 8, we see that this problem is Θ2 -hard for σ = stb and ΘP3 -hard for σ = prf even for this fixed
G.7 Hence the reduction will give the desired result.
7

For the sake of interest, we give the reduction of an arbitrary, but fixed, AF G.
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Consider some F ∈ AFA and E ⊆ A. W.l.o.g. assume that n = |E| is even and that the
elements of E are the alphabetically minimal arguments. We define:
F 0 = F ∪ ({y1 , . . . , y n2 }, ∅), and
 
^
^
¬ 
ϕ = φ(σ(G)) ∧
a∧
1≤i≤n

a∈E


^



¬a0  ↔ yi ,

a0 ∈(AG \E)

with {y1 , . . . , yn } being newly introduced arguments. We show that E ∈ σ(F ∗D
σ G) if and only if
ir
E ∈ σ(F 0 ?D,
ϕ).
First
recall
that
[φ(σ(G))]
=
σ(G).
Now
let
S
∈
σ(G).
The
second part of ϕ
σ
then ensures that if S = E then S ∈ [ϕ] and S ∪ Y ∈
/ [ϕ] for any Y ⊆ {y1 , . . . , yn } (Y 6= ∅), and
if S 6= E then S ∪ {y1 , . . . , yn } ∈ [ϕ] and S ∪ Y ∈
/ [ϕ] for any Y ⊂ {y1 , . . . , yn }. Therefore we
derive the following:
• denoting S 0 = S ∪ {y1 , . . . , yn } for every S ∈ (σ(G) \ {E}) and denoting E 0 = E, it holds
that [ϕ] = {S 0 | S ∈ σ(G)};
• denoting T 0 = T ∪{y1 , . . . , y n2 } for every T ∈ σ(F ), it holds that σ(F 0 ) = {T 0 | T ∈ σ(F )}.
Therefore, it holds for every S ∈ [ϕ] that dσ (S 0 , F 0 ) = dσ (S, F ) + n2 (note the initial assumption
0
D
0
that n is even), that is S1 D
F S2 if and only if S1 F 0 S2 .
D
Now first assume E ∈
/ σ(F ∗D
σ G). That means there is some S ∈ σ(G) such that S ≺F E.
0
0
D
But then, by our last observation, also S ≺F 0 E and, since the refinement only affects extensions
D,ir
0
0
ir
on the same level w.r.t. D
ϕ).
/ σ(F ?D,
σ
F 0 , also S ≺F 0 E . Therefore E ∈
D
On the other hand assume E ∈ σ(F ∗σ G). That means that for all S ∈ σ(G) it holds that
D,ir 0
D
0
E D
F S. For those S ∈ σ(G) with E ≺F S we get E ≺F 0 S as before. Consider an S ∈ σ(G)
0
with E ≈D
F S. From n = |E| we get that |E| ≤ |S |. This together with the assumption that
A
E contains the alphabetically smallest arguments, we get that E 2 \σ(F ) S 0 (cf. Definition 5).
0
Therefore, by Definition 7, E D,ir
F 0 S . Since this holds for every S ∈ σ(G) we conclude that
ir
ϕ).
E ∈ σ(F 0 ?D,
σ
As an upper bound for the complexity, we show membership in ∆P2 for revision with respect to
stable semantics and membership in ∆P3 for preferred semantics.
Theorem 10. Given an AF F ∈ AFA , ϕ ∈ PA and E ⊆ A, then:
ir
P
• deciding whether E ∈ stb(F ?D,
stb ϕ) is in ∆2 ;
ir
P
• deciding whether E ∈ prf(F ?D,
prf ϕ) is in ∆3 .

Proof. We show the result for stb and then argue how to adapt the proof to obtain the result for
ir
prf. To this end we sketch an algorithm that decides E ∈ stb(F ?D,
stb ϕ) in polynomial time with
access to an NP oracle. Let m = |AF | + |var(ϕ)|.8 First we check whether E ∈ [ϕ] (in P); if
no we return with a negative answer. Then the minimal distance of a model of ϕ to F , that is
8

We denote by var(ϕ) the set of variables occurring in ϕ here.
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z = min{dstb (T, F ) | T ∈ [ϕ]} is determined. As argued in the membership-part of the proof
of Theorem 7, this requires at most O(log m) calls to an NP procedure. Knowing the minimal
distance z, we have to determine the minimum indexed level of extensions with distance z to F ,
where a model of ϕ is contained. There is one level for each e with 0 ≤ e ≤ m (the size of
an extension) and each prefix p = (a1 , . . . , an ) with n < m and ai ∈ AF ∪ var(ϕ). Hence,
each level can be identified by a pair (e, p) and the number of levels is at most exponential in m.
We can now determine the minimum (e, p)-level containing a model of ϕ by binary search with
O(log 2m ) = O(m) calls to the following NP procedure: guess S ⊆ AF , T ⊆ var(ϕ), and check
#„
whether S ∈ stb(F ), T ∈ [ϕ], dH (S, T ) = z, |T | ≤ e and T # lex p. These checks can be
#„
computed in polynomial time. Having obtained z, e, and p, we finally check |E| = e, E # = p,
and, by another NP oracle call, whether there is an S ∈ stb(F ) such that dH (S, E) = z; if these
ir
checks turn out positive, E ∈ stb(F ?D,
stb ϕ), otherwise not.
ir
The proof for ∆P3 -membership of deciding whether E ∈ prf(F ?D,
prf ϕ) uses the same polynomial time procedure, now with access to a ΣP2 oracle. That is, every oracle call involving a check
of containment in the stable extensions of an AF now has to check containment in the preferred
extensions of the AF, which is not in P but in NP. Therefore whenever the procedure for stb calls
an NP oracle, the procedure for prf has to make use of a ΣP2 oracle.
We have to leave the exact complexity for the refined version of Dalal’s operator for revision by
formulas open, but Theorem 10 suggests that the indexed refinement of the ranking obtained from
Hamming distance prevents us from determining the level of interest (which is the minimal one
where models of the revision formula occur) with logarithmically many oracle calls. Therefore
we tend to assume that the indexed refinement indeed leads to a computationally slightly more
complex operator.

6

Related Work

As indicated in the introduction, there has been a substantial amount of research in the dynamics of
argumentation frameworks, even though the problems investigated and approaches that have been
developed to address them differ considerably. For instance, a number of studies look at simple
modifications of AFs (e.g., adding/removing an argument/attack) and how they affect evaluation
via different semantics [10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 41].
In the following we describe those studies more closely related to the revision of AFs as considered in this work, more or less in the order of publication. Most of these studies deal with
revision of AFs in scenarios that are either more restrictive than our own, or otherwise approach
the problem from a slightly different perspective. Also, it is worth noting that no general results
on the complexity of revision of AFs have as yet been presented.
The focus of Baumann [5] is on whether one can modify an AF such that a certain subset
of arguments is contained in some extension (w.r.t. a semantics of interest) and, if so, what the
number of minimal modifications is. On the other hand, Kontarinis et al. [39] propose a strategy in
terms of rewriting rules to compute the minimal number of modifications on the attack relation of
an AF to enforce a desired acceptance status of an argument. Booth et al. [14] give an AGM-like
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Figure 14: AFs discussed in Example 11.
characterization of revision of AFs when certain logical “constraints” expressing beliefs regarding
the labellings of the AFs are “strengthened” to incorporate newly held beliefs. But the focus is on
determining certain “fall back beliefs” when the newly held beliefs are inconsistent with those held
previously. How to compute the fall back beliefs is developed in detail for the complete semantics.
Our starting point was the work on AF revision by Coste-Marquis et al. [19], where revision
functions are defined following a two step process: first a counter-part to the concept of faithful
assignment on the models of the revision operators is defined; secondly, a set of AFs that generate
such extensions is constructed using different criteria, for example minimizing the changes in the
attack relation of the input AF vs. minimizing the number of AFs generated. The main difference
between the work by Coste-Marquis et al. [19] and our approach is that we consider the issue of
revision of AFs as minimal change in the extensions of the original AF under the constraint that a
single AF has to be produced. As already mentioned previously and showcased in Example 5, this
constraint requires us to take into account the expressive peculiarities of the different semantics.
Also, to realize the desired outcome by a single AF, the introduction of additional arguments is
inevitable in certain cases.
Example 11. Consider the AF F depicted in Figure 14 (without the dotted part) and observe
that σ(F ) = {{a, b, c}, {a, b, c0 }, {a0 , b, c}, {a, b0 , c}, {a, b0 , c0 }, {a0 , b, c0 }, {a0 , b0 , c}, {a0 , b0 , c0 }}
for σ ∈ {stb, prf, sem, stg}. Now let ? : AFA × PA → AFA be an arbitrary revision operator
satisfying the rationality postulates. Then the revision of F by the formula ¬(a0 ∧ b0 ∧ c0 ) must,
by postulate P?2, result in an AF F 0 having σ(F 0 ) = (σ(F ) \ {{a0 , b0 , c0 }}). If we want F 0 to
contain only arguments {a, b, c, a0 , b0 , c0 }, it can be verified that all attacks which occur in F must
also be present in F 0 and no other attack among the original arguments can be added. Hence we
necessarily end up having σ(F 0 ) = σ(F ) when disallowing additional arguments. With the use
of the new argument x, we can, however, realize (σ(F ) \ {{a0 , b0 , c0 }}) by the AF in Figure 14
including the dotted part (under σ ∈ {stb, sem, stg}; a different AF does the job for prf).
As the previous example shows, the choice of Coste-Marquis et al. [19] to let the revision result
in a set of AFs is indeed substantiated if a fixed set of arguments is assumed. But if the result is
to be instantiated as a single AF, as in our approach, then we have a good argument to allow the
advancement of new arguments as part of the dynamic process. Recent work by Baumann et al. [7]
looks at realizability in compact AFs, which could pave the way for revision where the result is a
single AF and no additional arguments are allowed to come into play.
An issue related to revision of AFs is enforcement of arguments through minimal modifications
to the attack relation. This is taken up in Doutre et al. [30], where enforcement is encoded in the
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framework of Dynamic Logic of Propositional Assignments (DL-PA). In the same direction, work
by Nouioua and Würbel [49] provides an adaptation of the Removed-Set-Revision approach in
propositional logic for the situation when adding attack relations and arguments to an AF results
in the AF having no stable extension. Coste-Marquis et al. [20] translate the revision problem for
AFs into propositional logic, thus enabling the use of classical AGM revision operators. However,
revision formulas are defined in terms of the sceptical acceptance of arguments and the output of
revision is still a set of AFs rather than a single AF. Coste-Marquis et al. [21] define operators to
enforce that a set of arguments is a subset of an extension of an AF, Implementing this as pseudoBoolean optimization problem leads to promising results.
Reasoning about the dynamics of AFs under different semantics is formalized in Baumann and
Brewka [6] by means of a monotonic logic (Dung logic), based on the notion of k-models. This
logic allows formulation of AGM-like postulates but, as with our results in Section 3 on revision by
propositional formulas, realizability issues prevent standard distance-based revision operators from
being applicable in this context. As a response, an alternative syntactic-based revision operator for
the stable semantics is developed, and this operator returns a unique AF as output. For the other
semantics, several other ideas for revision operators, selection functions from a set of possible AFs,
are sketched.
Moguillansky [44] develops a theory of remainder sets for abstract argumentation, where revision is defined via expansion and contraction. A representation result for the basic postulates
(success, consistency, inclusion, vacuity and core-retainment) is obtained, but this is nonetheless a
more syntax-based approach to belief change in argumentation. Also, postulates in this approach
are formulated with respect to the acceptance of an argument, rather than, as we interpret them,
with respect to sets of extensions. An approach similar to ours, focused on postulates and representation results, and which also highlights the subtleties of instantiating the output as a single AF,
looks at merging AFs in the presence of integrity constraints [27]. Merging differs from revision
in that it attempts to integrate different sources of information, none of which is taken to have any
priority.
Finally, we refer to recent work likewise inspired by the AGM theory of belief change, but
which goes well beyond our work. In [25] (see also preceding work [11]) a very general theory to
model dynamics of AFs is proposed. This theory makes it possible to express how an agent who
has beliefs in the form of her own argumentation system can interact on a target argumentation
system that may represent the state of knowledge at a given stage of a debate. Here AFs (and the
dynamics of AFs) are encoded within the general, tailor made first order language YALLA. Further
afield, both Moguillansky and Simari [45] and Snaith and Reed [53] present models of dynamics
in structured (as opposed to abstract) argumentation. The former offers a model building on results
by Moguillansky [44] (see also previous work from this group [46, 51, 47]), while the latter is a
model for ASPIC+, one of the main existing formalisms for structured argumentation.
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7

Conclusion and Outlook

In this work we have presented a generic solution to the problem of revision of AFs, which applies
to many prominent I-maximal argumentation semantics. Compared to previous attempts in the literature, we aimed for revision operators which guarantee that the result is representable by a single
AF. The key to obtaining our AGM-style representation theorems was the combination of recent
advances from argumentation theory [33] and belief change [26]. We have considered two different
approaches to revision of AFs. For revision by propositional formulas we have given a representation result which applies to arbitrary argumentation semantics in conjunction with compliant
rankings on extensions. This compliance requirement has led us to develop general refinements of
rankings, which in turn permitted us to obtain novel concrete operators for a wide range of semantics. For revision by AFs, on the other hand, the representation result has been restricted to proper
I-maximal semantics, a class including standard semantics such as stable, preferred, semi-stable
and stage. This result is nonetheless significant, as it allows any revision operator from the propositional setting to be applied in the AF context. Finally, we analysed the computational complexity
of (a refinement of) Dalal’s operator, where hardness goes up to ΘP3 for revision under preferred
semantics.
We identify several directions for future work. Fist, we want to extend our results in the
revision-by-AF approach to semantics which are not proper I-maximal. Another interesting issue is the combination of semantics in the definition of revision operators for AFs, as done in the
hybrid approach to revision of abstract dialectical frameworks [43]. Moreover, meaningful revision operators will have to take the syntactic form of the AF into account. One possibility would
be a two-step approach, where our abstract revision is the first step. Based on this result, a second
step would revise the syntactic structure of the AF. On a more general level, we want to analyse
whether our insights can be extended to a broader theory of belief change within fragments. Finally we plan to apply our findings to other belief change operations In particular, iterated belief
revision seems to have natural applications in the argumentation domain and we believe that the
understanding of revision yielding a single AF is fundamental for this purpose.
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